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A

By William B. Canfield III, Counsel to the NFRW

s [a general election of approaches],
NFRW clubs will become engaged
in helping Republican candidates
at all levels of the ballot. Local clubs
need to keep in mind a number of fundamental
fundraising rules that apply to these efforts.
Common sense should be your ultimate guide,
and if you have any questions about the
fundraising or GOTV activity proposed by a
local club, the NFRW has legal counsel in
Washington, D.C., available to respond to
your questions.
This guide outlines permissible fundraising
activity and reporting requirements with regard
to political activity by NFRW local clubs. It is
prepared in response to questions that have
arisen from compliance with the Bipartisan
Campaign Reform Act (BCRA).
CONTRIBUTIONS
Candidates may be invited to local club
meetings, and may make appeals for
contributions of time and money to attendees,
as long as the attendees are all club members.
Personal contributions from club members can
be provided directly to a candidate or a party
committee. Such contributions should always
be made by check. As long as the money does
not pass through the club treasury, no reporting
is required by the local club.
Corporations may not contribute to federal
candidates. Contributions to federal candidates
can only come from individuals, from Political
Action Committees (PAC) registered with the
Federal Election Commission (FEC), or from

partnerships. Contributions from a partnership
are allocated pro rata to each partner unless
they make an alternative arrangement.

as a federal political committee with the FEC and
file regular reports of its contribution and
disbursement activity.

If a local club has established a PAC, it can
always solicit its members for contributions to
its PAC. If the PAC is registered with the FEC,
the PAC can contribute to candidates for federal
office as long as it complies with the contribution
limits. For 2014, a federal “multi-candidate”
PAC may contribute up to $5,000 per election
to a federal candidate. If the PAC has not
obtained “multi-candidate” status with the FEC,
the per-election limit is $2,600.

Under federal law, once that $1,000 threshold is
reached, the local club becomes a federal
political committee. In other words, if a local
club spent $1,000 or more on bumper stickers or
direct mail to the public that benefitted a federal
candidate, the club must register with the FEC in
Washington.

The exception to this rule is when a local
club that accepts corporate contributions is
“communicating” only with its members. If a
As a general rule, any activity that benefits
get-out-the-vote activity initiated by a local club
a federal candidate is deemed to be a
will only involve the club’s membership, the
“contribution” and must be paid for with federally- local club may fund that GOTV effort, even if it
permissible” funds. This means that a local club involves the appearance of a federal candidate.
that accepts corporate contributions cannot pay The flipside of this, however, is that if a local
for that particular activity because corporate
club that accepts corporate contributions is
contributions to federal candidates are illegal.
considering holding a GOTV event that involves
the entire community or non-members of the
Please note that “corporate contributions”
local club, it cannot pay for that activity out of its
include direct monetary contributions and
club account. This has always been the law and
“in-kind” contributions as well. If a club plans to is not a result of BCRA.
accept a corporate donation in a state where
such a contribution is allowed, the club should
TV activity is for a state candidate where there
maintain both a “federal” and a “non-federal”
is no federal candidate on the ballot, then state
bank account so as to preclude the possibility
law will apply to that activity and must be
that a corporate donation might be inadvertently researched separately depending on where the
provided to a federal candidate by the club.
local club is located. If the GOTV activity
If a local club does not accept corporate
involves a state candidate on the November
contributions, it can spend a limited amount of
2014 general election ballot, then the rule
money on federal candidates. However, once a outlined above will apply because that GOTV
local club (that does not accept corporate
activity is considered to ultimately benefit federal
contributions) spends up to $1,000 on a federal candidates because those federal candidates
candidate or candidates, it is required to register also appear on the same general election ballot.
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)
Again, if a local club’s GOTV activity involves a
federal candidate, or even a slate of
candidates that includes a federal candidate,
then it cannot pay for that GOTV activity with
corporate dollars. Thus a local club may want
to consider opening a separate “federal”
account and only deposit contributions/
donations from individuals into that account in
order to pay for these types of federal GOTV
activities.

If a local club intends to place a public
advertisement (in print or as a direct-mail
PERMISSIBLE POLITICAL ACTIVITY
piece) for a candidate, the ad will need to
Local clubs may organize volunteers to staff
include a “disclaimer” indicating who paid for it.
telephones banks, conduct registration drives,
and distribute campaign literature. Federal
ACTIVITIES
and most state campaign reporting laws only
Funding and publishing a newsletter,
require reports to be filed for monetary
brochure, or sample ballot is allowed as long
contributions and in-kind contributions, and
as the local club is distributing it exclusively
to its membership. If a club wants to distribute not the provision of personal services. Thus,
volunteer activity should be encouraged and
the materials beyond its membership and if
undertaken by a local club.
the materials include a reference to a federal
candidate, then a local club that accepts
corporate contributions cannot pay for those
materials. However, if the local club has a
federal PAC, it can pay for those materials
from the PAC account.
Any activity, including the publication and
distribution of materials that “advocates” or
promotes a federal candidate is considered to
be a “contribution,” and the PAC will have to
make sure its cost for publishing and mailing
such a piece does not exceed its contribution
limit. If such materials do not mention a federal
candidate and only are exclusively for a state
candidate, then state law will apply and must
be researched separately.
A local club can certainly organize a
Republican-only GOTV program or forum
as long as the audience consists of the
club’s members only. If the activity is
nonpartisan, then the local club can open it up
to whomever it wishes. If the GOTV program is
nonpartisan — i.e., it does not advocate the
election or defeat of any candidate or support
any particular party — the local club can pay
for it and is not restricted to including only its
membership.

Local clubs can offer to perform a variety
of tasks for the local, district, and/or state
Republican committees, including assistance
in fundraising projects sponsored by these
established party committees. The party
committee may have to file a report of
these activities, but a local club does not.
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
If fundraising and contributions by local
clubs are limited to state and local races,
federal reporting is not required. However,
it is necessary to determine and comply
fully with the state election laws.
If a local club contributes a total of less than
$1,000 to all federal candidates in a calendar
year, it is not necessary to file as a federal
political committee with the FEC.
Also, local clubs should be aware that a
contribution from a state federation or local
club could affect their particular state
committee’s legal limits. This is based upon
party rules in each state, and will vary from
state to state. Therefore, it is recommended
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that legal counsel be consulted prior to
contributing to federal candidates.
CONCLUSION
There are no short cuts to compliance with
federal and state election campaign laws
and regulations. This is an area of political
expertise that should only be entered into after
careful consideration by all concerned. The
commitment should be made at the outset that
compliance with applicable laws is a standard
of behavior that will not be breached,
regardless of the desirability of obtaining a
particular political outcome.
Because of the intricacies involved with federal
reporting, state federations and local clubs
may want to restrict their involvement in federal
races to the “nonreportable” activities
described above.

If a local club has income that it would like
to see used in federal races, another avenue
is to provide such funds to a reporting
organization, such as a state party committee,
for inclusion in the party committee’s federal
fund (assuming the local club does not accept
corporate contributions), or a local club could
organize a PAC of its own that registers with
the FEC and files reports as required. §
William B. Canfield III is counsel to the NFRW and has an
extensive background in legal compliance with state and
federal election laws. He was general counsel to the
National Republican Senatorial Committee, has twice
served as chair of the American Bar Association’s
Standing Committee on Election Law and currently
represents a number of Republican candidates and
political action committees.
[https://www.nfrw.org/sites/default/files/documents/
members/elections/guidelines.pdf.]

Use graphics. Colorful graphics grab the viewer and can make a lasting
impression. If you use postcards or posted bulletins or an e-mail notice,
use graphics that grab attention for the event.
Look into advertising exchanges. If your organization publishes a
newsletter or magazine, contact other groups that might be interested
in doing an advertising exchange. Offer links to their publications and
meeting announcements in exchange for their providing links to your
material.
Extend your early bird rate. If you have scheduled a special breakfast,
meeting or event with an established date for registration, extend the
closing date. Collins says, “We usually see this huge surge when we
do that.” Given a second chance, people are apt to jump in.

If you do not get local women out to your club
meetings, how will you build a base of
volunteers for the election season?

“Brand” your events. Collins says it is important to brand your event(s)
with a specific theme or logo. Emblazon your theme or logo on promotional materials, mail outs, e-mails, signage, etc. The more local women
see your logo, the more likely they are to attend your events. Put your
logo and club name on lapel stickers, palm cards, shirts, and other items.

Local and state Republican women who have not been active at this
point may not be apt to attend your meetings—without a reason!
You do not have to overhaul your meetings to attract more attendees.
However, there are some tips that will get your numbers up and thus
your opportunities to attract new volunteers.

Seek free publicity before, during, and after the event. Invite the
press to cover the meeting. Issue press releases before and after the
event. Make sure selected press personnel get a free meal or drink
during the function (if permitted by their employer).

Sharon Collins, director of meetings and expositions at the Kellen Co.,
an Atlanta-based association management company, provides several
suggestions that can help increase meeting numbers.

Watch for special opportunities to publicize your club. Look for any
large gathering as an opportunity, e.g., community celebrations, church
picnics, family reunions, high school reunions, county fairs, Fourth of July
parades, etc.

Piggyback your meeting. Stay in touch with local/state politicians
and their staff members to get a heads-up on their scheduled meetings/
appearances in your area. Plan a local club meeting directly before or
after their meeting and schedule them as your keynote speaker for the
event. This arrangement enables attendees to have a greater impetus
to attend both events. Also, the political speaker has an opportunity to
reach an additional audience.

Schedule a special fundraising event. The summer before an
election is prime time for the club to have a hamburger ’n hotdog picnic,
barbecue, pig roast, wine tasting, cocktail reception, dance, auction, or
celebrity roast. And, of course, invite as many candidates as possible.

Make travel easy. If the bulk of your membership resides in one part
of the county, hold your meetings in that geographic area, preferably
at an easy access road. Attendance is better when the site is easily
accessible. As Collins notes, “Don’t give them excuses not to go
(to your meeting.)”

The key is to generate visibility and fun.
The goal is to elect Republicans.

Use the Internet. A Federation or local club website is an important
avenue that provides members up-to-date information on planned meetings and special events. It can be a one-stop resource for registration,
membership, signing up to volunteer, signing up for committees, etc.
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Resources:
Sharon Collins (Feb. 1, 2006). “10 Ways to Boost Attendance.”
MeetingsNet, Kellen Co., Atlanta, GA

Be proud, be brave, and JUST ASK!!

M

embership is the heart of any organization. In
order for the National Federation of Republican
Women to grow, our heart must continue to pump
new blood throughout our system. This new blood
will be the new member who we recruit and actively involve in
the programs provided for Republican Women. How do we
locate these new members? Where will we find them?

the name of your club, a logo, and a line on which a
member can write her name and telephone number.
Encourage all club members to keep a supply of these
cards in their purses—ready to share with anyone who may
be interested in attending a meeting.
The cards can be duplicated in bulk at your local print shop or
office supply store. Perhaps the membership committee can
duplicate sheets of cards on a home ink jet printer to distribute
to members at a club meeting. (Use AVERY white business
cards, No. 8471. The cards are easy to format using templates found in most software programs.)

The answer to these questions is quite simple. We locate
these new members by simply asking people with whom we
are in contact every day. You will be amazed at the positive
response you will receive from friends, relatives, women you
are involved with in other organizations, and women with
whom you work.

[Many thanks to the Palo Verde Republican
Women’s Club for the business card idea.]

There are many potential members who are just waiting for
you to ask them to be a part of your group. People want to
be wanted and want to be a part of an active and vital
organization where they feel that they can make a difference. You are the link. You are the one who can provide the
stimulus to the growth of your club, your state federation, and
the national federation.

Milton Martin Toyota
Off I-985 at Oakwood
Gainesville, Ga
9:00 A.M.
Fourth Saturday, as announced

See the example of a card which you can carry in your purse.
This card provides the information necessary for women with
whom you come in contact who might be interested in the
federation and in joining your club.
Be Proud, Be Brave, and JUST ASK!
Name

The business card is a great tool for recruiting according to
the Palo Verde Republican Women of Scottsdale, AZ. Include
8

Phone

S

eems a campaign season goes on “forever,” but an
election season gets into high gear as presidential
candidates reach the required delegate counts for party
nominations. When summer approaches, local clubs
and the state federation must work to build a volunteer base needed for the upcoming flurry of election and campaign activities.
Busy members may have a limited amount of time to spend
on “political volunteer activities,” and we know that volunteer
work can soak up an enormous amount of time and energy.
As federation women, we are “expected” to devote time to these
endeavors and many times our efforts and those of our friends will
govern the success or failure of Republican candidates—locally
and nationally.
How can we build a base of volunteers, members, and friends
needed to put Republicans in office? Volunteers have specific
reasons for volunteering time to any organization. How can we
attract “worker bees” to the cause? Clubs that are the most
successful attracting volunteers will be those that care about
meeting the personal needs of potential volunteers. As a recruiter,
remember why people volunteer.

R—Recognition. As a volunteer most of us look for challenges
and chances to excel. We want to be recognized for doing something important. What can be more important this election year
than electing Republicans? Some of us may seek recognition
because we have political aspirations. Others expect only to be
acknowledged for a contribution of time and effort. Consider how
to provide avenues through which our volunteers can be lauded
and recognized publicly for their efforts.
O—Opportunity. Working on a campaign committee or task
force or being active in a candidate’s campaign organization,
enables us to learn new skills that can transfer to other life,
home, or job applications. Campaign work also enables us to
prove ourselves to the existing leaders within the club/federation,
thus improving our chance to move up in the organization.

P—Policy (or mission, beliefs, ideals). “Let’s take it as a
given that your organization exists for the purpose your members
find meaningful.” (Cufaude, 2007) What are our goals this
election season? Members join the federation and volunteer
because—like us—they believe in electing Republicans.

THE VOLUNTEER “ROPES”
As you look for volunteers, appeal to the same motivations that
attracted you and your friends to the club and the federation. If
you have a leadership role in the organization, remind yourself
why you chose to become active as an officer or committee
member.

E—Empowerment. As volunteers, we look for a spot where we
can create something new and/or contribute to a task we deem
important. We want to make meaningful contributions. Committing to a new federation project, to a new campaign strategy, or to
an established campaign activity or movement—and enabling our
group to be a front-runner with that movement—empowers those
of us who take a part in the effort.

If we are going to appeal to our friends and colleagues to “get
involved,” it is important for us as federation leaders to remember
“the ROPES” of why people volunteer.

S—Social. People join—people! Spending social time with likeminded folks is the prime networking opportunity within any organization. The campaign season provides numerous social political
(Continued on next page)
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Do not forget the personal contacts of every member
in your club. Utilize your volunteers to recruit additional
gatherings and events. Speeches, dinners, and wine
support outside your area of “natural resources.” Ask
tastings are examples of planned events. Consider also each volunteer to recruit additional volunteers among
the informality when we work in a campaign headquar- individuals your group may not have access to, e.g.,
ters with others who are on the telephone, or stuffing
their family members, friends, Christmas card lists,
and stamping mail items. Such informality not only
alumni associations, school associates, social clubs,
promotes conversation, but enables us to build lasting
college classmates, etc.
friendships.
“Recruitment of volunteers doesn’t end with simply signDETERMINE SOURCES OF VOLUNTEERS
ing them up; you must tap into their network of contacts,
Take a lesson from the National Rifle Association.
transforming individual volunteers into active recruiters. .
The NRA expends a significant amount of time
. .” (Caroline, 2003)
and resources recruiting and mobilizing volunteers.
Resources:
The term they like to use to determine where to best
Caroline, G. (April, 2003). Maximizing campaign volunteers: the
target their volunteer recruitment efforts is “natural
NRA way. National Rifle Association, USA. Cufaude, J. (November,
resources” or to “hunt where the ducks are.”
2007). Leading learning: Making it meaningful. PCMA Convene.
They look at their natural “resources,” such as
gun shops, hunting clubs, shooting ranges
and the like. In other words, they target their
efforts where they are apt to find an existing
base of volunteer support.
(Continued from previous page)

NATURAL SOURCES OF VOLUNTEERS
Consider your club’s natural sources of
potential volunteers:














Local precinct members
Local GOP groups
Parent/teacher groups
Local library (reading clubs)
Churches (circles, choirs,
Sunday School classes)
Civic groups (Rotary, Lions, Elks,
Moose, etc.)
Professional associations
Young Republicans Clubs
College Young Republicans
Clubs
Community theater groups
Community choirs, bands, orchestras
Retirement centers
Chambers of Commerce
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T

he observable tip of the “volunteer
iceberg” is recruitment and
entering the volunteers into a
sortable database—a big first
step. However, the mammoth portion of
an iceberg is what we cannot see. With
volunteer movements, what lies beneath
the surface is how we manage volunteers;
what we do with the volunteers—either in
an election season or as part of federation
and club operations/committee work
throughout the year.

annual survey of all club members is
useful when preparing to make club (i.e.,
committee) assignments. Think how
much more effective we can be—assigning
members to committees and tasks they
can and want to do.

DELEGATE
Assign tasks that dovetail with your
volunteers’ interests and experiences.
Happy volunteers are those who are
comfortable with their assignments. If
they feel productive they are more likely
Once again, there is a lesson to learn
to volunteer again. Assign volunteers to
from the National Rifle Association, one
committee tasks for which their professof the most effective grassroots organiza- ional or personal experiences offer prepations that mobilizes volunteers election
ration. For example, assign those with
season after election season. (And we
writing experience to prepare articles for
can learn from their effective Grassroots
campaign publications or prepare a club
Division that has 12 full-time staff memnewsletter; assign those who are “vocal”
bers.) Adjust the NRA management plan to handle telephones; assign those with
to your needs by following the steps below: photographic experience to cover events
and create a photo record; assign the
SURVEY
computer addict to tasks requiring the
Find out what your members and
computer; assign capable organizers to
volunteers want to do and what they can
manage the assembly line of mail-out
do. Use a survey form and profile each
activities (directing volunteers preparing
volunteer by identifying their individual
envelopes, organizing stuffing, stamping,
resources, interests, experiences, and
etc.).
skills. Resources might include computers, printers, scanners, and even a pick-up TRAIN
truck (for sign distribution). A volunteer
Even though your volunteers are now
may own a business with a phone bank
assigned (or categorized) according to
that might be used for evening calling. An their interests, skills, and talents, they still
11

need to know what is expected of them
and how to do what you are asking of
them. Campaign novices need to be
trained on what is required of them and
how they are to go about accomplishing
their assignments. Club committee
members need to know what they are to
accomplish and they need to participate
in planning how to meet those goals. If
volunteers don’t feel comfortable with what
you ask them to do, they will not do as well
as they would like to do—and they could
decide not to participate.
Provide explicit directions. Oral
directions are great, but easily forgotten.
Oral directions accompanied by a written
direction sheet will be more effective.
When meeting with volunteers or members
of your committee, give them time to ask
questions before beginning their tasks—
and provide an open opportunity for them
to continue asking questions.
TITLE
Motivate your volunteers by giving titles
commensurate with the jobs they are
doing. Appeal to their egos! With a title,
a volunteer becomes motivated, works
harder, and takes on more responsibility.
Maybe it’s a “bragging” point, but a title
makes the volunteer feel important and
shows them their contribution is important.
(Continued on next page)

(Continued from previous page)

organization and explore how your
local club and the GOP can cooperate
How would you prefer to describe what to find a local Republican businessman
you do—a phone caller or “a phone
or businesswoman who might have
bank captain?” If you are busy on your office space for “after hours” campaign
computer, are you entering data or are activities.
you “a database manager?”
WORK
RECOGNIZE
Always have work! If you don’t use
Permanent name tags or badges
them, you lose them! Again, volunteers
are a requirement. When attending
are busy people. Making time for their
political functions, your members and
volunteer activities is important to them,
volunteer need to be easily recognized
but if their time is being wasted, they
by lawmakers, staffers, and candidates.
will not be back.
Volunteers who give their time repeatedly expect the movers and shakers
Have a Volunteer Coordinator whose
to recognize their names, otherwise,
job is to make sure that everyone will
they may lose interest. The same idea have something to do! Ideally, if you
applies to the club’s officers, committee have work for five folks and 10 show
members, and general members—
up, then divvy it up—everyone goes
provide them with a permanent name- home early and happy because all had
tag with your club/federation logo.
work to do! If there’s lots of work to be
Such recognition badges give credibility done, then have priority piles accompato members and volunteers when they nied by specific directions that volungo knocking on doors or handing out
teers can read and implement with little
campaign literature in their neighborpersonal direction. It is important to
hoods or local gatherings.
always have the volunteer coordinator,
committee chairman, or a campaign
COMFORTABLE ENVIRONMENT.
staff member on hand to clarify direcWho wants to volunteer in an office
tions and to handle the unexpected.
environment that is too cold or too hot?
The same suggestion applies to work
The three “Cs” make for a cozy work
within a committee: have explicit, written
situation—cokes, coffee, and cookies.
directions and frequent e-mails to clarify
Light snacks, food, and pizza will
responsibilities and answer questions.
encourage volunteers to show up at a
volunteer headquarters right after work.
ASK
What if your area or club has no
Don’t tell—always ASK! There may
“headquarters?” Go to your local GOP
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be times when you need to ask a
volunteer or a committee member to
take on an additional task. However, be
prepared if a volunteer says “No” or “ I
can’t do it right now.” They may be able
to step in later for another task.
ACKNOWLEDGE
Reward, acknowledge, and thank!
The job of managing and coordinating
volunteers does not end on election
night or at the end of your term of office
in the club or federation. Win or lose—
our campaign volunteers and committee
volunteers must be recognized. Ideally,
recognition happens throughout the
year, but it is very necessary at the end
of a campaign season or term of office.
If recognized, lauded and appreciated,
these volunteers are more apt to step
up and take a leadership position in the
local club or in the state federation.

Letters, commemorative pins, lowbudget statuettes, a special coffee
cup—all acknowledge the contributions
of the volunteers. More importantly,
a letter or personal e-mail from a
candidate, a committee chairman, or the
club president is a keeper.
Resources:

Caroline, Glen. (April 2003). Managing
campaign volunteers: the NRA way.
National Rifle Association
(http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_
Campaigns & elections.

E

very campaign season, club officers
are astonished at the number of
volunteer hours that go unrecorded
and unrecognized. Many new club
members know little, if anything, about the
reasons for recording their volunteer time.
Why do we need to do this “recording?”
Volunteer hours demonstrate the power of
Republican women. NFRW honors individual
clubs and state federations that spend significant amounts of time promoting the Republican
Party, Republican candidates, and the Federation of Republican Women.
The following information is cited from NFRW
Policy for Counting Volunteer Campaign
Hours.
Presidents: Please distribute a copy of
these activities to your club members.
Volunteer Activities include:
1. All non-paid, political activities benefiting
the party, candidates, and the federation.
2. Work done at home, i.e., mailings, preparing
campaign posters, phone calls, etc.
3. Work at and/or for a special event—but not
as a paid guest or if you are compensated for the
event.
4. Attendance at and travel portal-to-portal
to GFRW board meetings and conventions, as
well as time spent in preparation for federation
meetings if you serve on a committee.
5. Time in session at [and travel portal-to-portal]
precinct/ward, county, district, or state party
conventions for delegates and alternates only.
6. Time in session, including travel portal-toportal to RNC conventions [delegates and alternates only].
7. Time spent as a county, state, or national
party committee member or as a temporary
member, i.e., Rules Committee, Resolutions
Committee, etc.
8. Political work at club meetings, i.e., getting
petitions signed, doing mailings, etc. (Time at
regular club meetings does not count.)
9. Traveling from event to event—but not for
personal stops en route.
10. Volunteering at county, state, or federation
headquarters.
11. Volunteering for a Republican candidate for a
non-partisan office, e.g., school board elections.
12. Working as a poll watcher on Election Day,
but not if you are paid.

13. Involvement in a Campaign
Management School, i.e., training
to be a faculty member, teaching
and organizing a campaign
school, etc.
14. Working on Election Day
as an election judge or election
clerk—but only if you turn the
money, you are paid, over to your
county party or your local club.
15. Presenting political
programs and speeches at local
civic organizations..
16. Appearing on local media
for the GOP cause.
17. Running for office—all time
spent campaigning.
18. Time of NFRW Associate
Member (men and women)
volunteering for the federation
or GOP, i.e., working at the
headquarters of the Party or a
candidate, putting up signs, etc.

Does your club provide
directions and
assistance to members for keeping track of
their volunteer hours? Or, is this a last
minute—“Oh, by the way . . . “ —item on a
meeting agenda?

doing mailings, making phone calls, working
at a special event, etc.); and, [c] club
volunteers signing up to work for a Republican
candidate for nonpartisan elections or to work for
a Party candidate.
3. Have available at each meeting tally sheets
Has this topic been carefully scheduled
on which members may record their hours and
to maximize members’ attention? Has the
update their record prior to the end of the meeting.
topic been scheduled well in advance of
4. If members are given a directory for the year,
when accumulated hours are to be reported?
include several tally sheets.
5. Provide small, wallet-size notebooks or
Are members supplied with a record form
calendars
for members to carry. (Having the noteor booklet or directions for recording hours?
book/calendar on hand will encourage more careful
Improve demonstrations of volunteer hours for
record keeping.)
your club through the following activities:
6. Through e-mails and newsletters remind club
members to update their tally sheets.
1. Include in meeting folders or packets for
members a tally sheet for your members to
Volunteering is an avocation that is ongoing; it is
complete and turn in showing hours and activities
not restricted to campaign years! However, this
related to the event(s). Distribute at meetings,
year every hour counts. Begin now to enable your
such as: federation board of directors meetings
members to demonstrate a commitment to volunand conventions as well as Party conventions,
teering by developing a system encouraging them
precinct or ward meetings, county, district, state,
to keep track of their efforts.
and Republican National Committee (Delegates
and Alternates only).
[See the Resource Section at the end of this hand2. Distribute at orientation meetings for: [a]
book for a list of volunteer activities clubs may distribcounty, state, or national committees; [b] club
ute to members. The Cobb County Republican’s
volunteers signing up to work in political
Women’s Club form is also included in the section.]
activities of the club (i.e., getting petitions signed,
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EDUCATE VOTERS


Give Voters the Right
Information for Decision-making



What Can One Person Do?



Be an Informed Voter



Weigh Candidates’ Resumes



Why You Need Social Media



Use Social Media Messaging



E-mails in an Election Year



Get Your Letters to the Editor
Published
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By: Rusty Paul
Mayor of Sandy Springs, GA
Campaign Consultant
[Reprinted with permission. This article originally
appeared in VOICES Magazine in the spring 2010 issue
and provides an informative review of how Republicans define themselves. August 21, 2009, posted on
iSquared Communications.]

government in most economic and social
matters. They aren’t total libertarians, because
they see a role for government outside the
libertarian just “tote the mail and defend the
shores” mindset, such as providing transportan campaigns, candidates sometimes
While Social Conservatives usually are also
tion and infrastructure, schools, and delivering
confuse their principles with their
Fiscal and Economic Conservatives, they
other “essential” services. But, once the essenmessage. They believe being “the most
typically focus more on a candidate’s moral,
tials are done, leave me alone and tax me just
conservative candidate in the race” is all
ethical, and religious values. Abortion is truly
enough to pay for those services. These often
the voters want—or need—to know about
a litmus test for most Social Conservatives,
are your entrepreneurs—first and second genthem.
but a broader range of value-laden issues
eration business owners or individuals involved
rank high, too.
in small or medium-sized businesses—who
If I had a dollar for every candidate who has
value their independence and who carry forsaid, “You should vote for me because I am
Social Conservatives are not as static in
ward America’s pioneering spirit. They get fired
the conservative in this race,” I’d never have to their views as many candidates believe. For
up about the flat tax, the fair tax, or any system
work again. Give me another dollar for every
instance, in recent elections, a significant
other than the existing complex, countercandidate who has said, “I’m taking a principled percentage of voters have moved more to
productive, intrusive income tax system that
stand on the issues,” and no member of my
the left on environmental issues. They see
falls disproportionately on them and punishes
family would ever feel the need to work again. the Biblical admonition to “subdue the earth”
productive, creative work. While Social
This mistake most often happens in primaries
in different terms, interpreting it as a command Conservatives get fired up about the current
where candidates are trying to appeal to a
to be better stewards of God’s creation. These health care debate, this group of Economic
party’s base vote, but it happens in general
Conservatives want limited government, but
Conservatives is the driving force behind the
elections, too.
they also want government policies supporting Tea Party and the anger evident at the recent
the values they feel are essential to a virtuous health care forums.
Often, candidates feel simply taking
society. They believe America cannot be great
“principled” stands on issues will get them
unless it is virtuous and traditional values—
A subset within Economic Conservatives is
elected. In reality, those candidates typically
usually traditional Judeo-Christian values—
what I call Business Conservatives. They
arrive at or near the bottom in contested
define virtue.
tend to be executives or “professional managraces. It’s not that the voters are “liberal,” it’s
ers.” They see government as a mixed bag.
just that conservatism, liberalism, libertarianEconomic Conservatives are more focused
Less ideologically driven, they want governism, and all the other “isms” we use to label
on fiscal and economic issues and, in fact,
ment to ensure a fair, level playing field for their
politicians actually mean different things to
may consider themselves “progressive” or
business and to promote
different people.
“libertarian” on social issues. They want
government “to stay out of their wallets and
(Continued on next page)
If you ask a Republican, “Are you conservatheir bedrooms.” They want lower taxes, less
tive?” The answer is almost always “yes.” You government regulation, and less interventionist
have to scratch much deeper to determine

I

what “kind“ of conservative the Republican
is. Social Conservatives have a different
definition of conservatism than many
Economic Conservatives.
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(Continued from previous page)
economic development through tax breaks and publiclyfinanced projects, but they also want government to minimize
regulations and taxes. More importantly, they want government to be consistent. They feel they can adapt to any set of
rules government makes, but just don’t be changing them
constantly.
Many cultural and some Economic Conservatives are leery
when this group calls itself “conservative,” but they do have
generally (though often soft) conservative values. Often called
“Main Street” Conservatives, other Conservatives see this
group as “the mushy middle,” thus constituting the greatest
obstacle to a true conservative revolution.
However, this group is crucial to the Republican coalition.
They represent a disproportionate share of political contributors and write the business Political Action Committee checks
that fuel campaigns.
At the other extreme, reside the Libertarian Conservatives who
see government in stark black and white—good vs. evil terms.
A true libertarian conservative has never seen a government
he/she likes. Government isn’t a necessary evil—it’s just plain
evil. Democrats have the same striations and variations within
the liberal/progressive political sphere.

F

irst, it starts with your vote and it is a continuous cycle. I’m not talking
about the continuous cycle of campaigning and raising money—that is a
topic for another day. I’m talking about the continuous cycle of holding elected
officials to their promises and allowing them to explain to you why they make
the decisions they make when they appear to be off track. Sometimes, we
shouldn’t throw them overboard.
Second, do what you can in your own sphere of influence to teach conservative
values, get people registered to vote in time, and make sure they are going to
the polls to vote. Don’t assume because you have known someone all their
lives that they will get to the polls. Early voting and absentee ballots mean no
excuses for not voting in a primary or general election. Finally, don’t forget to
reach down and encourage young people to vote for conservative candidates.
Even though we’d like to think colleges and peers corrupt the political thinking

In truth, most voters—conservative or liberal—are a blend of
various philosophic sub-branches. So in elections, conservative voters want to know what kind of conservative are you?
Thus, successful Republican candidates develop campaign
messages to reach across the substrata of conservatism (ditto
for Dems on the left side of the political dial). Even divergent
wings of a philosophical movement have unifying factors and
an effective campaign employs unifying themes to bring its
voters together. An effective campaign doesn’t get bogged
down in the differences among the various factions, but finds
ideas and issues with broader appeal. Does that mean you
forsake principle and make blatant political appeals designed
just to get votes? You better not. Philosophical warriors are
experts at spotting the phonies among us.
It does mean, however, that in developing effective campaign
messages, candidates simply can’t declare themselves Conservatives. They must define their conservatism and outline
ways they plan to put principles into action. After all, a campaign’s message explains why a candidate is running, outlining his or her aspirations once in office. It helps voters decide
why they should vote for you and not your opponent(s). And,
your messaging must define and explain the choices voters
must make voting in your race.
In fact, the most effective campaign messages force voters to
decide between opposing viewpoints, unifying various philosophical factions while creating stark choices for them by focusing on what makes you different from (better than) your
opponent(s).

of the young people we know, it’s more than likely that apathetic parents are at
fault. Don’t be afraid to talk
the politics of voting with the young people you know at work, church, your
extended family, or circle of friends. I met a young woman on an airplane
recently who is as liberal as I am conservative. I can only say that I am
working on her and she is letting me. We’ve exchanged some e-mails on
issues and while I haven’t won her over yet, she is thinking about what I
have said. Once you start thinking, it is not long before you are conservative.
What can one person do? You can reach out to everyone in your circle
of friends and acquaintances to encourage them to vote. More importantly,
encourage them to do their research in order to vote for the best candidate
for the job. It is important to educate the electorate, so that our president is
well-qualified for the job. We are not voting for the next winner of American
Idol. We are choosing the person who will lead this nation for the next four
years. Someone who has the courage to make difficult decisions that will be
in the best interest of our country. Our country faces some tremendous
challenges in the years ahead. You have a chance to ensure that our next
president is up to the task at hand.
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N

ot only is this the time for you to be an informed voter, it is also a critical time
for you to help your friends, acquaintances, and loved ones to be informed voters.
In a past issue of VOICES Magazine, you were encouraged to do three things:





Get out the vote,
Research the resumes of the candidates, and

Research where each candidate stands on the issues
that are important to you.

As an election approaches, campaigns go into high gear and candidates and campaigners
will all be sprinting to the finish line. That is the time to make the most of your efforts to
influence the vote. Continue to update your information and share your research with other
voters in your personal network. Forward your political findings to your e-mail friends.
The play of events will prompt frequent changes or modifications to candidates’ stands on
issues. Some will make changes called for by events. Others will offer changes in order to
say what they think the public wants to hear. Voters must determine what is most important as they decide who will best lead and provide for our country. Keep up with what
the candidates are saying—a daunting task, but not an impossible one.
The Internet continues to be a treasure trove of sites providing current information and up-to
-date profiles of the candidates. Go to www.OnTheIssues.org and click on the picture of a
candidate for background information and a summary of his/her stand on a variety of issues.
Also check out www.ProCon.org for a concise identification of where each candidate stands
—pro or con—on questions dealing with the issues that are important in a presidential campaign. See the following Internet resources for your continued research and reading
(Google the titles):


National Journal Profiles (background information on each candidate)



Open Secrets (current financial data)



Vote Smart (biographical information, voting records, issue stance, endorsements.)



Fact Check or PolitiFact (verification checks of whether or not a statement
or accusation may be true, misstated, or false.)



Political Information (This is a powerful search engine containing a collection of more than 5,000 selected political and policy websites sorted in a
variety of ways, depending on how you want your information. It is apparently a popular site for “journalists, political junkies, students and political professionals.” It has current and historical information available with the click of
a mouse.)



VOICES Publications Georgia Federation of Republican Women brings
VOICES Magazine to your computer three times annually with each edition
focusing on political issues. Check out the political news in our weekly enews edition of News You Can Use.

We have an unwritten contract with our country—a contract requiring us to be informed
voters. Like most real estate contracts, our contract contains the statement—“Time is of the
essence.”
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Whether you are a youthful voter or a
retiree—our nation’s future depends on
how well we weigh the resumes of each
presidential candidate.

I

t is no secret that youthful voters have been
drawn to the dynamics and theatrics of the current
political scene. “Young people make up a fifth of
the U.S. voting age population. [In 2008], more
than twice as many of them voted in presidential
primaries compared with the 2004 election.”
(Gamerman, 2008,W10). Barack Obama—young,
spirited, charismatic, attractive,
erudite, creative—appealed to
the young as well as college
students. They saw him as a
contemporary. Young people
saw their participation as the
chance to take part in an historic
effort for president.
Likewise, this election offers
Republicans an unprecedented
opportunity to appeal to these
youthful voters and experienced
voters alike. One goal as
Republicans must be to shift
voter devotion from charisma to
clarity and from erudite to
experience. Now that young
voters are a real part of the election process, they—like their elders—will need
to take time to do their homework. Homework
in this election process requires evaluation of
the qualifications of the candidates who are
applicants—for the job of president.
Regardless of your age, the health of our
nation obligates each of us to weigh the
credentials of our candidates. How might
we do this; how can we compare the credentials
of each candidate?
This is the time of year when many young
voters are job-hunting and writing resumes.
Preparing a resume focuses on the need to
address objectives and relevant skills and
experience. According to Yana Parker (1989),
relevant skills and experiences are ”the heart of
your . . . resume, and it’s the most challenging part
[to write].” (p. 13) Hopefully, preparation of a
resume will lead young voters to wonder—and

to research the resume of whoever may be their
current idol for President.
A good resume identifies the potential of the job
seeker—the potential that the employer wants
and needs. The candidate must consider what
kind of person the job requires. What talents,
skills, and experiences are essential for
success in the position? Job applicants soon
learn that preparation of a good resume takes
skill, honesty, and an ability to put a spin on their
best characteristics because lack of experience,
maturity, and judgment are obvious hurdles to

3. What results has the candidate produced?
How specifically can the candidate produce
bottom-line results better than other
candidates?
4. Where has the candidate produced these
results in the past? (Block, cited in Raines,
2008)
Block notes that results will be the hot button for
us as employers and applicants must provide “a
dynamite employment section” (question four). A
resume without achievements is like a report
card without grades.” (p. R4)
Voters—like job interviewers—are
obligated to scrutinize the resumes
of each applicant. We are looking to
elect the best qualified applicant for the
position of president of the United
States and commander-in-chief.
Through the glitter and glitz of politics,
picking the right man or woman for
president requires consideration of
each candidate’s clarity of preparation
and volume of experience. Do the
resumes support the vocal claims?
Additionally, where will we be in two or
three years should this candidate become our president?

Encourage your friends, acquaintovercome. Likewise, these are hurdles for a presi- ances, voting-age children, nieces, nephews, and
dential candidate.
young friends to join you in this resume evaluation
process by:
Encourage your friends and acquaintances to
read and listen to the political rhetoric of the
 Being knowledgeable about the candidate’s
candidates and to assume their role as an
experiences and successes, and
employer or interviewer who reviews resumes of
each candidate for the highest office in our land—  Being familiar with each candidates’ plans for
president and commander-in-chief.
taking our country to the next level
Jay Block, author and president of Jay Block Com- Encourage everyone to look for the candidate with
panies, urges reviewers to keep in mind that all
the best plans and experience to get us there.
resumes need to answer four questions:
Resources:
1. What does the candidate do for a living—
Gamerman, E. (2008, March 14). Party animals. Wall Street
Journal, pp.W1, W10.
or is qualified to do—that has relevancy for
the position (of president and commander-in- Parker, Y. (1989). The damn good resume guide. Berkeley,
CA : Ten Speed Press.
chief)?
Raines, L. (2008, July 6). New day for the resume. Atlanta
2. What are the candidate’s core labor assets
(skills, attributes, qualifications, strengths)?
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Journal-Constitution. pp.R1, R4.
Wooten, J. (2008, June 8). Obama’s flimsy resume gives
nation’s liberals cause for alarm. The Atlanta JournalConstitution, p.E6.

By Mary Van Brink
Public domain

Y

ou need social media because it’s time you used it to join
today’s political conversation. It’s time to not only learn how
to use it yourself, but also to educate your family and friends
as we share interesting and useful information.

With the increasing popularity of social networking sites, personal
and professional, increasing numbers of us are turning to sites such
as Facebook to make friends, chat, and organize social events. Social
networks such as Facebook, Twitter, and others are good tools when
used properly. Facebook is a useful tool for quickly connecting to a
large group of people with common interests and it allows for rapid
dissemination of information through the
networks these people form. That is why it has
become a popular tool for our clubs to use for
marketing and outreach activities.

Republicans around the country have listed on the GOP
website the concepts that are important to them. See the list at
(https://www.gop.com/platform/) and decide which ones resonate
with you. Those you feel most strongly about will be the best talking
points for you to share in social media conversations. (The link also
includes more details about the GOP Platform.)
(Continued on next page)
[Source of chart: https://www.google.com/search?
q=democrats+compared+to+republicans+using+social+media&source=lnms&tbm=isch&
sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjyluOprtDKAhUHqB4KHW-]
5CrAQ_AUICCgC&biw=1600&bih=799#imgrc=ZwlsFcvAmbdYaM%3A]

Clubs and members can create a social media
presence that resonates with each member’s
target audience and promotes relationship
building and sharing. Using contacts within
your personal target audience can help get
Republicans elected at the local, state, and
federal levels. As Erik Qualman says, “We
don’t have a choice on whether we do social
media. The question is how well we do it.” .
The graphic to the right shows the relative
number of Republicans and Democrats using
social media. If the chart doesn’t impress you
with our need to learn and use social media,
read no further. In all but two social media
(Facebook and Pinterest), Republicans lag
behind Democrats.
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As you post content through various forms of social media, think of ways
to share the following Republican concepts with others.




As Republicans, we believe that:
 Our country is exceptional.


















The U.S. Constitution should be honored, valued
and upheld.
Leaders should serve people—not special interests.
Military must be strong and prepared to defend our
shores.
Culture should respect and protect life.
Families and communities should be strong and free from
government intrusion.
The institution of traditional marriage is the foundation of
society.
Government should be smaller, smarter, and more
efficient.
Health care decisions should be made by us and our
doctors.
Paychecks should not be wasted on poorly-run
government programs
Children should never be left in failing schools.
Veterans should have the best care and opportunities in
the world.
Social programs should help lift people out of poverty.
America should be energy independent.

Don’t know how to use social media? No problem. The young people in
your immediate and extended family as well as your neighbors’ children
will be flattered when you ask for their help in learning to use Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Periscope, etc.






Clearly identify what the post is about.
Keep your posts short and to the point. (Limit your posts
to one or two per day.)
If you are in doubt about the content of a post, ask
someone you trust to proofread your draft.
If you are in doubt about the content of a post, wait a few
hours. Then, ask yourself: “How will my audience receive
what I’m about to post?” Stick to the facts and limit
emotional responses.
Always try to have a photo or video associated with your
post. Post your vacation photos and videos after you
return home.
Respect intellectual property (e.g., get permission to use
copyrighted information).

Social media innovations have made some aspects of life easier and are
powerful tools for communication. However, social media also blurs the
line between our personal and professional/political personas. With the
veneer of friendship offered on these sites, it has become all too easy to
reveal more information and personal opinions than might be
appropriate. Such information falling into the wrong hands could raise
problems regarding your integrity and can possibly jeopardize your
safety. So keep in mind some things you should not do, such as:








Don’t post anything you’d be ashamed for your mother to
read.
Don’t have posts of more than a few paragraphs because
people won’t read it.
Don’t attack people.
Don’t post when you are tired or angry.
Don’t post while you’re on vacation because thieves may
find out you’re not home.
Don’t broadcast your planned vacation schedule.
Don’t share too much because identity thieves are
everywhere.

As you use Facebook and other social media to communicate with your
club members and local constituents, use common sense and be
practical! Remember that everything that is published on the Internet will
be in the public domain and as such you must be prepared for others to
post critical comments. Ensure that your contributions are accurate and
impersonal and be respectful to your audience.
Remember, what happens on the Web stays on the Web. Once you
publish something online, it is available to other people and search
engines. You can't retract it. Even if you go back and remove the
information from a site, it's always possible that someone has already
seen it. And they may have saved a copy. Also, they may be
As you take the plunge and jump into the social media pool, remember to misinterpreting your comments and sharing their editorialized version of
do the following:
what you said!






Stay positive.
Only post from trusted sources.
Research your sources to ensure that the information you
post is accurate.
If you realize you’ve posted something inaccurate, either
delete or modify the post.
Choose interesting topics to post.
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We don’t have a choice on whether we use social
media. The question is how well we use it.
Use social media to join the political conversation. Learn how to use it
effectively and educate your family and friends so they, too, can share
interesting and useful information leading into the election. Social media
is a wonderful tool in educating the electorate.

By Patt Parker and
John Simpson

S

some faster than others. (Tweets are replaced
more rapidly by new content than Facebook
posts.) You must post regularly and often to
make a social media campaign successful. This
does not just "happen"; this needs to be planned
for and anticipated.

ocial media is a valuable tool for clubs and candidates
to engage the communities they serve. Careful planning
with a specific goal in mind is the key to success with this
type of initiative.
What is Social Media? This term refers to using technology
that allows individuals--rather than large media conglomerates—to create, share, and/or exchange information and ideas.



Different social media platforms target
different voters. Twitter, Snapchat, and
Instagram trend younger, while more established
outlets like Facebook are still the preferred
platform for Generation X and increasingly baby
boomers. You can get substantial information
about the types of users on each platform by
reviewing the social media pages of like-minded
organizations. In addition, most state parties
maintain voter databases with demographic
information that can help you glean voters’ ages,
socioeconomic status, political philosophies, etc.



Publicize your social media efforts. Publish
your Twitter handle and Facebook account in
e-mails and newsletters to club members. Tag
other clubs, ask for retweets and followers. Use
hashtags. (On Twitter, most states have political
hashtags that are followed by Republican activists, i.e., #gagop in Georgia, #sayfie in Florida,
and #tcot nationwide).

Why Social Media? Social media is very cost-efficient
and timely and a wonderful resource we can access. Social
media embraces grassroots activism. Most importantly,
social media is becoming the communication source to reach
a new generation of voters and volunteers.
What are some types of Social Media? Social media is
technology driven. We commonly think about Web sites. Here
are a few others: YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat,
Pinterest, Twitter, LinkedIn, Flickr, Vine, Blogs, and Google+.
How Should Social Media Be Used? Once you know
which voters or potential members you need to reach with
the message, you must put together a plan. Providing timely
information is critical! Remember, what you say and how you
say it reflects on you, the candidate, your club, and the
Republican Party!




A successful social media campaign will be
multifaceted and utilize several social media
platforms. A communications director or social
media chair should coordinate messaging across
all platforms. The team leader also must be
well-entrenched with the rest of the campaign
team to ensure the social media strategy fits with
traditional earned and paid media.

Take the time to train women in your club! Research
the social media sites of other political organizations and
campaigns. Search YouTube to get started; better yet,
bring in a TARS (teenage Republicans) member or other
young person to teach your members.
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE:
BE INFORMED! GET INVOLVED!

Timeliness and consistency are the two most
important ingredients for a successful social
media campaign. Social media moves fast;
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By Rick Davies
IBM Senior Consulting Engineer

E



To become a proficient e-mail information disseminator, there are
a few “rules” that you should become familiar with when sending
out e-mail to friends and family:



-mail has quickly become the fastest way of disseminating
information to the largest number of people at one time. As we
enter a busy political year, such as the years where we elect our new
president, e-mail becomes an even more vital pipeline of information
sharing. As such, the power of e-mail is incredible and, when used
properly, can help keep friends and family in the know about your
candidate’s political actions, achievements, and accomplishments.

1. Be brief. The more words you write, the more often people
will term your e-mail “TLDR” (Too long; Didn't Read).

2. Be informative. Get right to the point in as short a time as
3.

possible.
Be credible. Make sure the information you send out is
correct and from a trustworthy source. (More on this in the
next section.)

Make sure to honor people's requests to not be included in future
e-mails. Many of us have friends and family who do not follow
politics, baseball, ballet, NASCAR, or whatever topic you may be
e-mailing them. If someone wishes to not be contacted, please
remove them from future mailings and purge them from your lists
immediately.
Since I am heavily invested in politics, I will give pointers and tips for
the remainder of this article from a political perspective. As I stated
in Number 3 above, in order to maintain credibility, you must first
establish your credibility. There are several ways to do this. You
should never blindly forward information you receive on a certain
topic, until you have deemed it credible from a trustworthy source.
For example, there are several websites dedicated to helping you
determine if the e-mail you just received—asking for every man,
woman, and child who reads it, to send a postcard to a child dealing
with cancer—is legitimate. (Such e-mails are usually not true).



Snopes.com and TruthorFiction.com are great resources to
check if an e-mail chain letter is, in fact, true.

Look on the major
news sites: CNN.com,
FOXnews.com, BBC.co.uk.
Don't be afraid to look at
major news outlets in other
countries, especially when
it comes
to political articles or information you have received that
may be inflammatory or damaging.
Contact your elected officials or look on their websites, if you
are forwarding information about them and something they have been
lauded for or accused of doing.



As the Internet becomes more ingrained in our lives, another
site that can be useful, although still needs to be verified itself, is
wikipedia.org. For any specific topic there are usually sources posted
at the bottom of the page or in an article you are reading. Click on
these links and investigate the sources. If something is not cited
properly, then, most likely, the information is false.



Contact your local political parties as they are usually on top of
any political developments or have close ties to the community or
area in which these issues are occurring.

It is of paramount importance that we all strive to inform our friends,
neighbors, and relatives of information that may be critical to them;
but, we must strive even more to make sure that the information we
do send out with our names signed on it is valid and factual. As my
mother once told me, “It takes years to build credibility and trust—
and seconds to destroy it.”
Rick Davies has been employed as a Senior Consulting Engineer
with IBM for 17 years. He works with Fortune 500 companies around
the world to help them understand and implement technology needed
to run their businesses as efficiently and cost effectively as possible.
Davies holds several IBM, Microsoft, and Red Hat certifications, as
well as an Open Group Master I/T Specialist Certification. He is Vice
Chairman of Communications for the Cherokee County Georgia
Republican Party.

Be very careful with forwarding and “reply all.”
Think before sending! Deborah O’Connor
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By Melanie Sanchez Eastwood
NFRW Staff Member

S

tart a letter-to-the-editor campaign entitled, “Focus on
the Election!” Write letters to your local newspapers on
issues important to you. A letter to the editor provides
an excellent opportunity for you to advocate a message
in your own words. Follow the ten steps below that will help get
your letter published.

5. Make it personal: Tell the editor how this affects you,
your family, your community, etc.

1. Make sure to use talking points: Check the National
Federation of Republican Women’s (NFRW) website
[www.nfrw.org] as well as the GOP’s website at
www.gop.com ] to access talking points.

7. Make sure you check your grammar and spelling:
Check to make sure your spelling is correct and
submission is grammatically accurate.

6. Make it relevant and timely: Write a letter that is
relevant. Make sure you are responding to a current
event.

2. Make sure it has an interesting opening: Your first
sentence should capture the attention of the editor.
Additionally, the first sentence needs to explain why you
are writing.

8. Make sure to include contact information: Always
include your mailing address, e-mail address and phone
number. All too often, special interest groups are sending
form letters to the editor. Make it known you are a
concerned citizen.

3. Make it short: Generally speaking, use less than 200
words. Newspapers limit the number of words that can
be printed in each section.

9. Make sure you submit it multiple ways: Be savvy, use
e-mail, fax, and U.S. mail to get your message delivered.

4. Make it simple: Pick one topic; stay focused and on-point.

10. Follow up: Call the newspaper editorial page editor to
follow up on your letter.
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ELECT CANDIDATES


Ideas for Your Political Ground Game



Get Out the Vote. Be Visible. Be Vocal.
Be Visionary.



Early Voting and Advanced Voting



History of Get Out the Vote



Lots of Voting Options



What Your Club Can Do on Election Day



Calling to Get Out the Vote



Winning the Millennial Vote



Appeal to the Black Vote



Appeal to the Latino Vote



Market the GOP



Democrats and Women’s Issues
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IDEAS for Your
Political Ground Game
FOCUS: Educate, Empower, Elect

Do not continue to allow the Left to control the topic. Instead,
respond with a question. This sets the tone that you are not going
to play their game and you then seize the offensive position. You
must “recognize the way the Left wants to frame the narrative.”
(*Waking the Sleeping Giant: How Mainstream Americans Can
Beat Liberals at Their Own Game, Timothy C. Daughtry, PhD, and
Gary R. Casselman, PhD)

There is no one better to lead the charge against the “War on Women”
than an articulate, educated Republican woman. (Brugger)
Remember the GFRW mission: Educate, Empower, Elect.
 Share the candidates’ definitions of their conservatism and
how they plan to put their principles into action.
 Share campaign messages that explain why a candidate is
running, outlining his or her aspirations once in office.

 “Reframe the narrative to put the Left on the defensive.”
Seize the offensive and stay on It. Your goal is to take the bull out
of the bully. You want the bully to be seen as “out on the fringe of
political thinking.” It is at this point you gain the upper hand and put
the Liberal on the defensive. (*Daughtry and Casselman)

 Your message must define and explain the choices voters must
make voting in each race. Force voters to decide between opposing  “Refocus the Topic to Drive the Mainstream Agenda.”
Example: A Liberal attacking the character of a strong female
viewpoints. Unify philosophical factions, but also seek the stark
candidate expects you to defend her. Instead, say, “Many people
choices that make candidates different from one another. (Paul)
are intimidated by strong women, so it makes sense they would be
threatened at the thought of her in the Oval Office.” This response
 Encourage voters in your area to vote in the Republican primary
is unexpected. Go on to say, “But whether people are intimidated
and/or runoff. Monitor the races in your area and then strategically
by her is not important to me. What’s really important is that she
identify, after the primary and/or runoffs are over, the races where
will reverse the government’s unconstitutional takeover of our
our assistance is most needed. (Robinson)
health care system.” You have taken control of the debate and
moved it from defense of your candidate’s character to a debate
Stop Name-calling, Erase the Divide,
about the unconstitutional takeover of our health care system.
and Get Back to Work!
(Daughtry and Casselman)
“Establishment Republicans” cannot win without the “Tea Party
Participate in Fundraising Activities
Republicans” and “Tea Party Republicans” cannot win without the
“Establishment Republicans.” In other words, stop the internal name Host rallies and other get out the vote efforts in races that need a
calling and focus on the real opponents—the Democrats! Move directstrong grassroots presence. (Brugger)
ly out of the internal divisions of competitive primaries into the party

Sponsor fundraisers for the candidates who are facing stiff Demounity necessary to elect the Republican nominee. (Garrett and Evans)
crat competition. (Robinson)
 Ask attendees to contribute a specific amount. If you are not
Develop YOUR Narrative with
requesting a donation, then it is a voter contact event—not a fund“The Core Tool: The Three Rs*”
raising event. (Robichaud)
 Encourage your candidate to take part in raising campaign funds
 “Recognize the way the Left wants to frame the narrative.”
and knocking on doors. (Robichaud)
Use the fill in the blanks technique.
This is a technique where you quickly diagnose the Liberal attack
Become Part of Your Candidate’s
and then take measures to be on offense, rather than defense
Support Base
(which is where Republicans normally are), which then allows the
Left to define and control the debate.
Campaigns cannot rely just on party donors. Become part of the base
support—the “team.” Your candidate needs a minimum of 100 friends
Liberal: “You are bad because you (fill in the blanks)”
and family on his/her Christmas card list he/she is willing to ask for
Republican: “You misunderstood me. I was trying to (fill
money and for time to knock on doors. (Robichaud)
in the blanks). This is playing defense!
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GET OUT THE VOTE
Be Visible, Be Vocal, Be Visionary


GOTV does not mean “Go Television.” The liberal television

Be a walking, talking billboard and source
of information.

networks do not need your help during this election season.
However, a visible, vocal, and visionary group worker is needed
for a Republican success in November.
Winning the 2016 presidential election for Republicans will
depend on how well we as individuals work to “get out the
vote.” Teamwork and club participation are critical and you
are encouraged to participate in the group efforts of your club.
However, listed below are ideas which you personally can
implement to encourage voters to go to the polls.




Be Vocal
To be an effective vocal campaign advocate, you must get informed!
The following suggestions will help you build your arsenal of talking
points:

Commit to being visible at community and
political functions.
Commit to being vocal about election issues.
Commit to being visionary in identifying a personal
network of voters you can encourage to go to the
polls.

Be Visible
Summer is a time rich in
opportunities to be seen
as a Republican advocate. Support activities
planned by your local club
and groups in your area.
Look for opportunities to
demonstrate
“I am a Republican . . . .”




Each gathering or celebration is an opportunity for you
and your family to wear campaign buttons, Republican
hats, caps, jewelry, lapel stickers, and campaign T-shirts.

Let your car become a campaign vehicle sporting
bumper stickers, or if you would rather not attach them
permanently, display the bumper stickers inside—visible
through the front or rear window. Instead of a sun
reflector, promote your favorite candidate by propping
their campaign yard signs against the windshield to block
the sun. Think how many people will see the signs when
you park at the shopping center.
Watch newspapers and websites for announcements
of family and school reunions, precinct parties, special
candidate fundraisers, speakers’ forums, style shows,
fairs, church barbecues, covered dish dinners, picnics,
community celebrations, and parades. Look for events
you will enjoy and take your family.
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Review the newspapers and websites offering reports on
the issues of the campaign. Make several copies of articles of these news reports and carry them in your handbag to give to friends at lunch or at the garden club meeting.



Participate in local club neighborhood political gatherings.
Even though you feel like you are “preaching to the choir,”
there may be one new person at the gathering who has
not made up his/her mind about a candidate. Your presence and opinion could help that individual make an informed decision, rather than voting on name recognition
only.



Carry a copy of talking points and e-mails with you and
review these points frequently so that they become your
talking points.



Watch for GFRW VOICESmail for information and
updates on talking points and current issues. Make
copies for your campaign bag.



Become an active reader of e-mails sent by your
local club, GFRW, and NFRW. Clubs are forwarding
informative links from other sources in order to help club
members become informed. Don’t delete these e-mails,
please read them and pass them along to others so that
they, too, can become informed voters.



Even though many e-mails, opinion pieces, and editorials
in your local newspapers may reveal a liberal slant, get
to know the opposition. If you are not familiar with the
liberal point of view, how can you propose moderate or
conservative alternatives?
(Continued on next page)



(Continued from previous page)







Start your own reading file of articles and information
you
want to revisit. Don’t expect to remember everything. Review
your personal collection frequently— perhaps just prior to attending functions or community events.
How vocal you choose to be will depend on how comfortable
you are working campaign issues into a conversation or how
comfortable you are writing and sharing your views through
letters and e-mails. Pick the avenue through which you are
most comfortable when sharing information.
Appeal to reason. Whether vocally or in writing, allow your
voice to appeal to common sense. Generally, common sense
wins out in political discussion.
Write a letter to the editor or an opinion editorial for a local
newspaper. Be articulate, concise, and persuasive. Check the
paper for word limits. Make your letter timely and present your
view as a strong, well-informed position. Support your position
with facts.



Browse through your sorority directory and your husband’s fraternity directory.
Consult directories for other organizations you enjoy
(e.g.,
women’s clubs, garden clubs, vacation clubs, bridge clubs, golf
clubs, Chamber of Commerce, professional organizations, etc.).

Your reach will extend far beyond the local, county, and state voting areas. Your extended network is nationwide. In some cases, one’s network may include expatriates living outside the U.S. but who have voting
rights and privileges as U.S. citizens. Your family and friends in other
areas have contacts. Don’t forget this extensive network you have formed
over a lifetime. Encourage them to share with their friends the information
you send to them. Your personal networks are far reaching.

The summer before an election must be the summer of the big campaign handbag or tote bag. If you have attended a Georgia GOP Convention, dig out the souvenir tote bag you received and use it as your
campaign bag (any big bag will do). It will
become your “Advocate Briefcase” as you
tote copies of issues communications, pamBe Visionary
phlets and the like. You never know when
Appeal to your personal network of voters. Clubs and GOP organiyou may be seated next to someone who
zations can obtain a registered voter list to use for mailings to voter
needs more information in order to become a
households. However, you—as an individual—have an important, unbetter informed voter.
tapped source of voters with whom you can make an impact, sources
that are not available at your local club, county, or state level. In order to
Getting out the vote is about being a good
be vocal, you must be visionary. Look ahead as you seek possible conhunter. Be alert for opportunities where you
tacts within your personal address resources.
can make a difference.




Access the addresses in your computer e-mail address book.
Identify contacts in your Christmas card List.
Search your high school and college directories, newsletters,
and magazines for contacts.

Good hunting!

Early Voting and Advanced Voting
A Blessing For Our Aging Loved Ones!
“I wouldn’t have been able to vote if it hadn’t been for these programs . . . Thank you so much.”
“I knew I couldn’t stand in line a long time on Election Day—so I wouldn’t have tried to vote!”
“I haven’t been able to vote in years . . . . This is wonderful!

W

ith early and advanced voting opportunities available in each county, now is the time to ensure that our
aging parents, relatives, and friends take part in voting! Find out where your county Early Voting and Advanced Voting polls are located. Escort your aging loved ones to cast their ballots. Unlike Election Day, they
will not feel threatened by long waiting lines and there are ample poll workers on hand to make the voting opportunity a
rewarding experience for them. Your loved ones will want to take part in the election process—many of whom fought to protect our right to vote
through their service in the military. Their lives have been dedicated to caring for us and preparing us to become the caretakers. They have an important voice and they should be heard.
This is a wonderful opportunity for all Republican women’s clubs throughout the nation to provide a community service to our mature Americans.
Clubs should take advantage of this time to register senior citizens who are not registered to vote and then volunteer to drive them to their polling
place. Honor members of “The Greatest Generation” by enabling them to continue to enjoy their voting privilege. Remember: Early and advance
voting is not just for seniors. Anyone who is eligible to vote can request an absentee ballot or take advantage of early/advance voting. Check the
website for the Secretary of State’s office for information on when advanced voting begins in your county and where the polling places are located.
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A History of G.O.T.V. — GET OUT THE VOTE
By Clint Smith

movements for the abolition of slavery, women’s rights, and
other issues.

As we reflect on history, it is imperative that we pay tribute
to military personnel who have given their lives for freedom.
Voting is a physical way to honor their memory.
The images of purple stained thumbs in Iraq will forever
be branded in our minds. These Iraqi voters cherished their
new right and appreciated the sacrifice of men and women
in the U.S. Military who delivered their physical ability to
cast a vote.

V

oting is one of the most important responsibilities that
we have as citizens. From the American Revolution to the
present day War on Terrorism, patriots have given their
lives for the principles that we share in the United States.
Voting is a positive action that places all citizens on equal
footing in a peaceful process that contributes to the future
at all levels of government.

More importantly, we must ensure that our own U.S. military personnel serving overseas are able to vote. A new
website has been created to address this issue. It provides
our men and women in uniform with a one-stop site for voter registration, ballot requests, and other election-related
The concept of Get Out the Vote (and possibly the phrase needs. Organizers with the Overseas Vote Foundation, a
itself) has its roots roughly from the 1820s to the 1850s
nonpartisan voter advocacy group, rolled out the site:
during the era of Jacksonian Democracy. Andrew Jackson https://military.overseasvotefoundation.org at a voting
was a hero of that time. He was a man of action. He unsummit in Germany. The site features drop-down navigaderstood the importance of popular participation in govern- tion menus divided by state that guide the user to election
ment. His speeches and subsequent leadership inspired
official directories, a voter help desk, state-specific inforfarmers, artisans, small business owners, and other aver- mation, and write-in ballot services. After a voter comage citizens to take an active interest in government and
pletes his/her ballot request information, the site generates
public policy.
a PDF file with the address of the voter’s county election
office. Users print out the ballot, sign it, and place it in the
Most historians believe that the American political system mail.
came of age during an era that roughly spanned 1824 to
1840. The framers of the Constitution made no provision
Modern technology is a great tool to motivate citizens to
for political parties, but in this era, the creation of political vote. A presidential election year increases voter turnout.
parties flourished. Political party conventions, party platObviously, the key variable will be who actually votes. It is
forms, and the method in which presidents were chosen
the responsibility of long-time Republican activists to Get
began.
Out the Vote. However, we must motivate folks—the hard
working, family values-centered conservative—to underThe political parties understood very quickly the necessity stand the importance of a presidential election and the imof motivating as many people as possible to vote. Leaders pact it will have on our nation’s future.
of various demographic groups watched with keen interest
the early Get Out the Vote methods and later emerged with

Let’s Get Out the Vote!
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Lots of Voting Options
By Lynda Morse

T

here is no excuse for not voting!
Everyone must take this obligation
seriously. Young and old can find
a way to cast his/her vote—not just
on Election Day. Many states,
including Georgia, have early voting
and absentee voting options. Voting
is easy if one makes a little effort.
Absentee Voting
A voter who requests an absentee
ballot by mail is not required to provide a reason why he/she is voting
absentee. You may vote by absentee
ballot in person if:










You will be absent from
your precinct from 7 a.m.
until 7 p.m. on Election Day.
You are 75 years of age or
older.
You have a physical
disability that prevents you
from voting in person or you
are a constant caregiver of
a person with a disability.
You are an election official.
You are observing a religious
holiday that prevents you
from voting in person.
You are required to remain
on duty in your precinct for
the protection of life, health,
or safety of the public.

An elector may cast an absentee
ballot in person at the registrar's
office during the period of Monday
through Friday of the week
immediately preceding the date of
the election without having to
provide a reason.

How do I apply for an
absentee ballot? You may
request an absentee ballot as
early as 180 days before an
election. Absentee ballots must
be received by the county Board
of Registrars’ Office by 7 p.m.
on Election Day.
No absentee ballots are issued on
the day before or the day of an
election. You may download an
Application for an Official Absentee/
Advance ballot and mail it or fax it
to your county Board of Registrar’s
Office. The application must be in
writing and contain the address to
which the ballot is to be mailed;
include sufficient information to
identify you as a voter; and, indicate
the election in which you wish to vote.
No reason is required when requesting an absentee ballot by
mail. If you are physically disabled or
living temporarily outside your county
of residence, a close relative may
apply for an absentee ballot for you.
Applications for absentee ballots by
uniformed or overseas voters
(pursuant to the Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting
Act) can be accepted more than 180
days prior to a primary or election in
which a federal candidate appears
on the ballot, as well as for any run
offs resulting therein including
Presidential Preference Primaries for
two general elections.
May I receive assistance with my
absentee ballot? A physically disabled or illiterate voter may receive
assistance from another voter in the
same county or municipality or from
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the same category of relatives who
can make an application for or deliver
an absentee ballot. If the voter is outside the county or municipality, then
a notary public can provide such
assistance. Any person who assists
another person to vote absentee must
complete an oath prescribed by law
demonstrating the statutory disability
and that the ballot was completed as
the voter desired.
Other than federal elections, no
person may assist more than ten
voters in a primary, election, or runoff.
A candidate on the ballot, or a relative
of a candidate on the ballot, may not
offer assistance during the election to
any voter who is not related to the
candidate. For more information,
please contact Georgia Secretary of
State http://sos.ga.gov/index.php/
elections.
Lynda Morse is a former member of
GFRW’s Publications Committee.

What Your Club Can Do On Election Day

Organize a Sign-Waving

Blitz

GOTV—
does not refer to
television!

T

he Republican banner is appealing to many. However,
Republican Party supporters and Federation members can never sit
back and take anything for granted. What you do between now and
November can mean the difference between success and defeat on
Election Day. Focus on getting out the vote!
The following campaign clues can help your club and you, as an
individual, make a difference getting voters in your area to the polls.









Be your neighborhood reminder. The day before the election,
call your neighbors, remind them to vote, tell them when you are
going to vote, and offer them a ride.
Transport. On election day, if you do not have a van or an
SUV, borrow one. Offer to pick up your neighbors and senior
members in the area and take them to the polls. (Maybe go to
lunch afterwards and celebrate your “I voted” stickers.)
Organize a literature drop on your street. Pick up campaign
brochures, etc., at your county GOP office. Put the brochures in
a baggie to protect the literature from the weather. Drive around
the neighborhood and leave a brochure package at each door.
(Don’t leave the material in the mailbox.)
Place your political yard signs to best advantage. Target
the highest traffic corners near your home. Knock on those
neighbors’ doors and ask to put up a yard sign. Then call your
local candidate’s office or the GOP office and tell them how
many signs you need. In your own yard, place the sign near
your driveway.
E-mail undecideds outside your neighborhood. Focus on
those who may be swing voters, independents, or undecided.
When you receive an informative e-mail, verify the content
before you forward it to this group. Remember to use “Bcc:”
when forwarding [and delete all other e-mail addresses]—no one
wants their name and e-mail address spread over the web for all
to see.

If you were a jockey heading into the home stretch of a race,
you would recognize just how important the final sprint for
the wire will be. The home stretch for a political campaign is
even more important. What can members of your club do to
stimulate voter turnout at this stage of the campaign?
Schedule a sign-waving blitz!
Sign waving will demonstrate to your community your
enthusiasm for a candidate and/or an issue.






Your goal is to make sure that each and every supporter you
have identified actually makes it to the polls on Election Day.
(Joe Garecht, http://www.localvictory.com/grassroots/getting-out-thevote.html)
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Pick high traffic corners in your area.
Cue in local news media about your efforts.
Obviously, the 5 –7 p.m. election evening rush hour will
be a critical time. Also include the morning rush hour
times of 7-9 a.m.
Even if you do not have the professional signs of the
candidates, your homemade signs and a bullhorn may
get far more attention.
Take a lesson from the tea partiers. Clint Murphy of
the McCain Palin 2008 campaign team suggested sign
slogans like—County First, Higher Taxes Fewer Jobs,
Don’t Tax Me for Working Hard, etc. Since the Tea Party
movement got started, you have had multiple opportunities
to enjoy such signs.
Remember: Signs are a great way to motivate viewers to
make sure that they also go to the polls and vote!

Calling to Get Out the Vote





Each caller only needs a phone (cell or landline) and a
computer (laptop, desktop, or iPad).
To make calls for your national candidate, go to his/her website
and look for a “Get Involved Tab.” Many campaigns will post
directions and detailed instructions for how to call from home.
Call the office of your local candidate and ask for a representative
to be on hand at your local club’s calling party to provide
assistance.

Organize a Calling Party

Prepare for the calling party
Assemble resources to have on hand for the party. Provide:
 A sheet of directions or instructions to give each caller.
It’s your choice!
 The script* of what callers will say when they make contacts.
Either make phone calls—or—risk having someone  Lists of people to call and their phone numbers. Leave space for
written comments and responses for each number called.
you do not want in office for the next four years.
 Forms on which callers can summarize voter information for
those requiring transportation to the polls, baby-sitting, or other
forms of assistance.
emind members that if they decide not to volunteer to work during

Notepads, pens, pencils
a presidential race, they are really working for the opposition. Since
 Information about polling places.
many elections can be very close, especially in swing states, vow to
 A precinct finder—an address directory allowing one to look up
start organizing work opportunities now. Swing states frequently
polling locations)
determine the next president and campaign online phone banks may
 The telephone number of the local board of elections.
only call swing-state voters.
 Daily tally sheets on which to record the number of calls made
As an individual you can:
and the responses given by those called.
 Call your local GOP headquarters and volunteer to make calls.
Preparing space for “The Callers”
 Call your favorite local candidate and ask for instructions on
 Limit phone interviewing assignments to no longer
how to make calls on the candidate’s behalf.
than three hours.
 Call your local Republican Women’s Club and volunteer for
 Place callers facing a wall, not each other, or separate
a calling party.
callers by dividers.
As a local club you can:
 Make aisles wide and accessible.
 Organize a weekly calling party
 Provide room for the supervisor to circulate freely to provide
assistance as needed.
 Train members and volunteers to get the most out of a volunteer
phone bank. Training your volunteer callers will build volunteer
 If possible, use touch-tone phones or headsets.
morale and will encourage them to stay the course as long as
 Work in good lighting.
they are needed.
 Have a refreshment table near, but not in, the work area.

R

Here’s how a local club can organize a two-hour weekly calling party:


Do it at a home or office having a wireless connection.
Additional lines can be donated from local businesses, community centers, law firms, real estate firms, etc. Callers can call on
their own from home but it's more fun and productive to get
together with neighbors or friends for a calling party. On the
other hand, enabling calls to be made from home provides
people with transportation limitations to be part of the action.

Make each call personal
 Provide time for the volunteers to practice a prepared script* so
they don't sound like they’re “reading.” As they gain confidence,
encourage them to “say it in their own words.”
 If calling on behalf of a specific candidate, script* the calls so that
callers will say the candidate’s name and the office for which he/
she is running—twice. The script should tell the date of the
election.
(Continued on next page)
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Continued — Calling to Get Out the Vote



Early evening works best—6 to 9 p.m. Leave a message if no
one is available and count the call as “completed.” If you cannot
leave a message mark the number to be recalled later.

*Two Sample Scripts
1. Hi, this is Carol Ann calling on behalf of the John Doe for
Congress Campaign. Election Day is this Tuesday and the polls
will be open from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. Please remember to vote for
John Doe for Congress this Tuesday.
2. Hello, my name is [your name] and I am a volunteer for the
[your organization name] Get-Out-The-Vote Project. That is why I
want to remind you the election is on [date].
This is a [primary/general] election to select [offices to be filled].
This election addresses issues that affect you and your life, such
as: [list several issues of importance to your callers.]






Encourage them to ask and record if the voter needs assistance,
i.e., transportation to the polls, baby-sitting, or other forms of
assistance.
Encourage them to speak clearly, energetically, and
enthusiastically.
Encourage them to smile while they are speaking—a smile can
be heard through the phone.
Carefully script* the closing of the call and caution volunteers
about rushing to get off the phone. Ensure that they follow the
script for the closing.

The polls are open [hours]. Do you plan on voting on [date]? [Wait
for affirmative response.]
Do you need any help getting there? [Offer to arrange for
transportation if needed].
Please remember to vote on [date].

[Resources: Joe Garecht of Local Victory.com;

Susan Oliver, Santa Monica
Republican Women Federated Club; Aaron Windekencht, of Campaign
Headquarters and “The Comical Conservative” Facebook page; Wisconsin
Board for People with Developmental Disabilities., American Federation of
State, County, Municipal Employees.]

Make the calling party a fun event for the callers.
 Begin the party by giving volunteers the challenge of making
15 calls each that evening.
 Provide a dinner break for your volunteers (pizza, sandwiches,
salad trays, etc.)
 Encourage volunteers to socialize while eating and informally
discuss political events of the day.
 After the break, announce how many calls have been completed
thus far. Resume calling with the challenge of 15 calls per night
per caller.
Time your calls carefully
 Remember, the closer to election day you make your calls, the
more effective your effort will be to get out the vote on election
day.
 To get out the vote, start making calls no earlier than Wednesday
before the election and wrap up the calls on Monday night.
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By John Simpson

M

illennials are a lazy, narcissistic generation spending their days snap chatting, Facebooking, tweeting and
texting, while living in their parents’ basements because
they have no earthly idea what they are going to do with
their future. These are not our nation’s future leaders
and certainly not indicative of the values of the Republican Party. Whether we like it or not, that is the message
Republicans are sending to the next generation of voters.

are better than baby boomers at tracking their expenses;
and, a recent survey by Northwestern Mutual found that 64
percent of millennials would rather save than spend.

Young people don’t vote, so what’s the big deal if the GOP
isn’t fully accepting of millennials? The simple fact is that
millennials are more engaged than their generation X
counterparts before them by a full 10 percentage points. In
the battleground states of Florida, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and
Ohio, Barack Obama won 61 percent of the millennial
vote. Had Mitt Romney achieved just a 50-50 split of that
voting bloc, the election would have gone in his favor.

If Republicans are going to win the next election, we need to
change the welcome mat at the front door of the GOP. We
must avoid the temptation to fixate on social issues and taut
our fiscally conservative credentials. Winning the millennial
vote and, quite frankly, future elections, will require a GOP
perception that looks more like Barry Goldwater than the
Moral Majority.

So why isn’t the GOP attractive to millennials? It’s primarily
because of the party’s focus on social issues. More than
any other generation, millennials support gay marriage and
a path to citizenship for illegal immigrants and are far less
religious. None of this is to suggest that Republicans should
abandon their principles simply to appeal to millennials. In
fact, quite the contrary, millennials actually respond quite well
to the GOP fiscal conservative message. More millennials
than any other generation support reductions in social security
benefits to save the program. Studies show that millennials

John Simpson is principal of Simpson Public Affairs, a government relations consultancy. With more than a decade of
experience in and around Congress, Simpson advocates on
behalf of clients of all sizes to protect their business interests
and advance their policy agendas. Simpson is an expert at
developing effective messages, drafting legislation, monitoring
Congressional activity, and creating innovative legislative
strategies. He has advised organizations of all types
from publicly traded corporations to trade organizations and
Wall Street investors.
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Appeal to the Black Vote
By Ashley D. Bell

T

these types of unions. As a party, the GOP has
support their ministry with volunteer time when
far too many conversations with the choir. If our
possible;
GOP women’s groups look for and engage other 3) Do voter registration with other organizations
women’s groups in the black faith community,
in black communities; and,
then over time, you will create with the “3Ps”
4) Provide opportunities for them to participate
what the GOP has been lacking: a relationship
and work with GOP elected officials, like
with the black community.
sponsoring a young person to be a page at
the Georgia legislature.
There is a list of things I could enumerate
regarding the do’s and don’ts when attempting
Georgia Growth and Opportunity Partnerships is
the “3Ps.” Attacking Obama will never work—not here to help you and your organization get this
because the people of color you’re talking to
done. We are one of the only Republican organdon’t agree his record hasn’t been good for the izations dedicated to talking to people other than
country (especially for black Americans with
Republicans. We can help. Contact us GOPartdouble-digit unemployment every year of his
nerships@gmail.com
presidency)—but because you’re a Republican.
Anything you say will probably be viewed as
hostile to not only the president but to the black Ashley D. Bell is a former Special Advisor to
community. Why? Because you haven’t taken
Gov. Mitt Romney. He is also a former County
the time to build the relationship.
Commissioner elected in 2008 at age 27 to become Hall County's youngest ever commissioner
Republicans can do well in Black communities
What will it take? Patience, persistence, and
and one of the youngest in the State of Georgia.
by delivering the same unequivocally conserva- Bell is a partner at Bell & Washington, LLP,
participation in the institutions and community
endeavors that matter to Black Georgians. The tive message they do everywhere. However,
where he is a skilled government affairs and
GOP and organizations like GFRW need to use that has to come after some goodwill and trust
public finance attorney. He attended law school
the “3Ps” I’ve mentioned above. It won’t be easy has been established.
at the University of Georgia and LSU. He is also
and you will be rejected…at first. But, the first
honored to be a 21st Century Leadership Fellow
time the GFRW or a local [club] signs up to help How do you do that in the meantime?
at the Harvard University, John F. Kennedy
a local civil rights or Black community organiza- 1) Pick issues like Charter Schools and work
School of Government, Georgia Trend Magawith parents to do community organizing in a zine’s “Top Forty Under 40,” and member of the
tion to do a voter registration drive…the tide will
non-partisan environment ;
begin to turn. Yes, it would be easier if your
National Council of the America-Israel Public
organization has Black Republican women who 2) Make sure your GOP incumbents take time to Affairs Committee (AIPAC). Follow him on Twitvisit Black churches in non-election years and ter for updates @AshleyBellR
can help you navigate the intimate politics of

he topic of increasing the participation of
Black Americans within the Republican Party is
a topic often opined about, but rarely actually
attempted. It is a prickly topic at best within the
Republican ranks. Many party leaders believe
that you don’t change your message for anybody
and, if people want to join, they just will. This is
true. However, this approach won’t attract
enough black voters to stave off another decade
of the GOP garnering below 5 percent of the
Black vote in this state and nation. A problem so
one-sided by looking at the numbers would
seem too impossible to fix, and beyond the next
election cycle who cares. The latter is true. The
problem with the Republican Party and Black
Americans is simple. The vast majority of Black
Americans do not believe the GOP likes them or
has a clue what matters to them. Can this be
fixed? Yes, of course.
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Appeal to the Latino Vote
By Lauren Bell

T

he last presidential election results in 2012
confirmed what many in the Republican Party
have known for a while. The Republicans have
a problem communicating the party principles
to various ethnic communities, particularly the
Latino community. To succeed in the next
election, we must as a party commit to bringing
our message to populations that have not
traditionally voted Republican. Solving this
problem does not mean changing the traditional
conservative ideals. Instead, to gain the Latino
vote, we must understand the Latino vote. So,
what exactly are the core values of Latinos?
To help answer this question, I spoke
with Charles Alvarez, of Gainesville,
Georgia. Mr. Alvarez is of Puerto Rican descent, a registered
Republican, and is running to
become the first elected Latino
mayor of Gainesville, a town that
is located in the second most
conservative congressional
district in the country.

the GOP needs to understand who the Latino
Community is. Republicans also need to understand the core values of the Latino
community.”
I followed up by asking Alvarez to identify
the core values of Latinos. He said by their
nature and by their upbringing, Latinos have a
conservative family value imbedded within them.
Latinos are God-fearing people and are strong in
faith. They are hardworking and family-oriented.
They respect life and do not want anything
handed to them. Alvarez believes if the GOP
could first work on knowing these characteristics,
then the Republicans could better understand
and effectively communicate with the Latino
community.

Lastly, I wanted to know what suggestions he
had for the Republican Party. His response is
similar to many in the African-American
community. In his opinion, the GOP needs to
better oppose the scare tactics that are used
to drive away the Latino voters from the GOP.
Alvarez also brought up the idea of Republicans
improving their relationship with the Latino
media.
I hope my conversation with Alvarez can give us
all some enlightenment. Growing the Latino vote
is not about changing our values. It is about
working to get our message into the Latino
community. We can do this by diversifying our
messengers, attending local Latino community
meetings, and getting to know Latino spiritual
leaders in our towns. The motivation
for Latinos is no different than what
each of us thinks about each day -–
giving our children a better future.
Lauren Bell was born and raised in Terrell, Texas. She is a graduate of Princeton
University. After college, she attended law
school at Louisiana State University where
she met her husband Ashley Bell. She is
an attorney at Groth & Makarenko. Lauren
represents small business owners who
have been sued in Georgia courts . She is
an active member of the Hall County Republican Party and is President of the
Republican Women of Hall. Lauren and
Ashley reside in Gainesville with their
children. .

After meeting Alvarez, I first
asked him what the Republican
Party needed to do to get Latinos to show up at the polls and
choose Republicans in the
next presidential election. He
responded: “First and foremost,
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By Lora Hawk

T

he marketing of the broad GOP umbrella is not
only a requisite focus of party leaders around
our nation for sustainability of victory, but it is
also a call to action. The core principles of the
Republican Party of limited government, fiscal responsibility,
and the protection of individual rights are wide, bold, and
transformative. So often, Republicans are portrayed as
narrow-minded, slow to move; and, for whatever reason,
“progressive” has become the moniker of late for liberal
leaders. I reject that notion and here’s what I will offer as
my encouragement to our leaders—be they down the
street or in the district.
Be bold. Don’t hold back because your ideas haven’t
been implemented. Geniuses are just everyday people
who have confidence along with a vision. I encounter—
more often than not—women who make sound judgments
everyday about budgeting, management, organization,
and coalition building; yet, they lack confidence in their
ability to have new ideas. Fear of rejection or failure
paralyzes people. Republicans need to recognize failure
is a stepping stone to achievement. No one looks back at
successful individuals and asks how many times they lost;
those individuals are touted for their individual win.
Be positive. A lot of political theater is played by negative
messaging. Whether it’s campaigning, caucus messaging,
or church gossip, Republicans should be focused on finding

solutions, not speaking ill of the opposition or one another.
The more negative one makes the discussion, the more
negative is the reflection back on oneself. It is also easier
to criticize than create. Republicans should be taking the
high road of creative solutions, rather than critical bickering.
Remember when you point a finger at someone there are
three pointing back at you.
Be welcoming. How do ideas catch on? You share them!
Everyone wants to know how to work smarter, how to save
money, and how to have more time and energy to direct
toward their own enjoyment. These also happen to be
those core principles I mentioned earlier. Talk about how
you demonstrate these principles and in doing so, identify
yourself as a conservative. Often times people make
assumptions about your political identity—you can set them
straight and serve as a living example of why conservative
ideals are worthwhile.
I have found these methods are useful for marketing any
group of which I’ve been a part. They’re the most challenging, but also the most effective.
Lora Hawk is President of Scarlet Hawk Consulting, her own
political consulting business. She has served as an aide to various
elected officials in the Georgia General Assembly; worked on
numerous campaigns; and, lobbied for two associations. She is a 2012
graduate of the Conservative Policy Leadership Institute, a leadership
organization devoted to promoting conservative leadership.
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By Rae Chornenky
Past President, NFRW

W

gress already enacted its first such legislation more than 50 years ago—in 1963.
There is even an Equal Pay Day—[April 12
this year].

Republican policies have always far outpaced
those of Democrats in terms of women. It is
very interesting to take a look at the history of
women in the Republican Party:

Women make up nearly half of our workforce. However, the February report of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics shows in President Barack Obama’s administration economy, women earn 82.5 cents for every
dollar men earn. For women of color, the
gap is reportedly wider.




Recently, U.S. News and World Report

made clear that, in Obama’s administration,
the poverty rate among women was the
highest it’s been in nearly two decades.

e are all aware of the narrative pushed
In Obama’s federal government—
by Democrats during recent elections that
Republican policies and politics have an anti-  Women have lower pay grades than men
have.
women agenda. For too long, Democrats have

In the Obama White House, female staffhypocritically attempted to take the moral high
ers make on average eighty-eight cents
ground in this debate. The facts regarding the
for every dollar a male staff member
Democrat track record on women’s issues that
earns.
matter are appalling.
 More women occupy lower positions in
On the topic of Democrat sexual harassment
the Obama administration.
in the workplace, sexual harassment claims
 The median salary for female employees
spiked at the State Department under Secreis nearly $9,000 less than the median for
tary of State Hillary Clinton. The Washington
men.
Examiner reports that, according to a State
Department report issued June 18, 2015, sexu- Let’s finish with a look at Clinton’s own “war
al harassment claims significantly increased
on women.” Clinton portrays herself as a
during Secretary Clinton’s tenure, continuing
champion of women in the workforce, but
through John Kerry’s term. The State Depart- women working for her in the U.S. Senate
ment’s inspector general found the “significant were paid only seventy-two cents for each
increase in harassment inquiries” was enough dollar paid to male staffers. By comparison to
to warrant the need for mandatory harassment a cross-section of all workers in the District of
training for State Department employees. The Columbia, women were earning ninety cents
Clinton campaign would not respond to a refor each dollar earned by men, a significantly
quest for comment.
smaller gap than existed in the Clinton office.
The median annual salary for a woman workCertain economic “war on women” claims
ing in Clinton’s office was $15,708.38 less than
made by Democrats focus on Republican rethe median salary for a man, according to data
fusal to see the need for yet a third national
compiled from official Senate expenditure
law ensuring equal pay for women when Con- reports.
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1872: The first official recognition of
women in a major political party platform
appears in the Republican party platform.
1878: At the personal request of Susan
B. Anthony, a Republican senator introduced into Congress the 19th Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution giving women the
right to vote.
1896: This first equal rights of women
plank carried in any major political party
platform is contained in the Republican
Party Platform.
1919: The first act of Congress after a
Republican majority was regained was
the passage of the 19th Amendment.
 The Sargent Amendment, as it was
known, had been defeated four times
by a Democrat-controlled Senate.
The 19th Amendment languished in
the Democrat-controlled Congress
until Republicans came into power.






When the 19th Amendment was submitted to the states for ratification,
twenty-six of the thirty-six states that
ratified it had Republican legislatures.
Of the nine states that voted against
it, eight were Democratic.
Twelve states, all Republican, had
already given women full suffrage.

Armed with all of these facts, it is time we
stand up to the Democrat hypocrisy of alleging
there is a Republican war on women. Republicans have long-championed the rights of women, as history proves, and Republicans promote women in leadership with respect and
energy.

GET ELECTED
(Holly Robichaud)


Assess the Leadership Potential of
Campaign Team Members



Text Message Your Way to Victory



Get Your Fair Share of Media
Coverage



Use Direct Mail Fundraising Letters
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by Holly Robichaud

P

resident Barack Obama has
proven that leadership is an
important quality for our
elected officials. His lack of it
has plunged our nation into a downward
spiral. In order for us to put our country
back on track, we must elect more
Republicans to office.
Think of your next campaign in terms
of the television show Survivor. We
need to outwit, outplay, and outlast
the Democrats. It is not too early to
start preparing for 2020.
A critical component for a winning
campaign is to have a solid team
all working together for a common
goal and that takes leadership.
The first place to look for leadership
within your team is the candidate.
That does not mean the candidate
manages the campaign. The candidate
has to have the vision, desire, work
ethic, and determination to win the race.
Statements such as: “I have a 40 percent chance of winning” can be deadly
within the organization. The candidate
has to always believe he/she can win.
Overall a candidate has two responsibilities: raise funds and get votes. If the
candidate refuses to dial for dollars or
door knock—in other words do the hard
work—volunteers will not be inspired to
give up their valuable time. Leadership
starts at the top.

in the long hours to make things happen. the candidate’s time. You want a
A good general consultant can guide
decision-maker in this position.
an inexperienced manager through the
Other leaders for your team include
process and devise the strategy.
grassroots captains—the field team.
The manager needs to be flexible
The first criterion for a great captain is
and organized and have a backbone,
his or her willingness to work Election
because this person is going to have to
Day. If he or she cannot give you that
day, assign him or her to another post.
Shy people are not well suited for serving
as a field coordinator. The ideal person
is someone who is well-known in the
neighborhood, outgoing, and belongs to
many different organizations. These people can recruit other volunteers, generate
lawn sign locations, and help organize
leaflet drops and sign-holding. Also they
should join the candidate door knocking
in their areas along with attending events.
In general, your campaign leadership
team needs to have a good sense of
negotiate on behalf of the candidate
with vendors and organizations regarding humor so that people are attracted to the
debates. The manager is the person who campaign. They also need to be patient.
has to make the tough decisions on logis- Many people like to play Monday morning
tics while keeping the team all rowing in quarterback because they watch FOX
News. The team has to be willing to
the same direction.
listen, but able to direct volunteers in the
It may seem obvious but your volunteer right direction. Believe me, there are a
coordinator should be a people person
rare few undiscovered Karl Roves living
who is also organized, so that a volunnext door to the candidate.
teer’s time is never wasted. Two other
important qualities for the coordinator to Still want more on leadership, then I
would strongly recommend reading John
possess are being a peacemaker and
Maxwell’s book Leadership.
cheerleader.

Often overlooked is the role of the
scheduler. This is a vital position within a
Often, I am asked who should manage a campaign which should not be filled by a
campaign. For local and state legislative clerical person, but rather a political perraces, you don’t necessarily need some- son who understands targeting, coalition
one with campaign experience. You
building and time management. The
need a motivated individual willing to put important commodity in the campaign—
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Holly Robichaud has more than 25 years of
experience in managing campaigns at the local,
state, and federal levels. She has worked with the
Republican National Committee, the National
Republican Congressional Committee, and the
National Republican Senatorial Committee. More
than fifteen years ago, Holly started her own political consulting firm, Tuesday Associates, specializing in campaign strategy, earned media, direct
mail, voter contact programs, and fundraising.

by Holly Robichaud

A

s experienced Republican activists, I don’t have to tell you how important Getting Out the Vote
(GOTV) is to winning your campaign. You already know that it can make the difference
between winning and losing in November. What is vital is that Republicans stay ahead of the
curve! We need to embrace the latest technology to beat liberal Democrats.

Text messaging is the new wave in GOTV planning. Many think text messaging is just for teenagers.
That is no longer the case. Did you know that 96 percent of people read their text messages? You can
no longer get that percentage of penetration with phones, e-mails, and door knocking. Nowadays, voters
have so many ways to screen out messages. So basically, if you can text people on Election Day a
reminder to vote, you are almost guaranteed they will receive the communication.
Text messaging might seem like the ultimate answer in cutting through the clutter for GOTV, but there are
a couple of barriers. The biggest obstacle is the Federal Communications Commission does not allow
you to send unsolicited text messages. Voters need to text you before you can text them back.
How do you get around this problem? In order to obey the law, campaigns should post a text number on
all their literature, campaign signs, website, etc. Ask people to text you a message of support. Once they
have sent you a note, your campaign can then communicate with them at will. Collect, save, and process
the numbers, so on Election Day you can send them a GOTV reminder.
When do you send the message? The best time to spring the text messaging strategy is at 4 p.m. on
Election Day. This allows you to remind voters who are leaving work while prompting stragglers to get
out. My best advice is not to over use text messaging, so yours do not get deleted.
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by Holly Robichaud

F

rustrated with the press? Being a
Republican is not always easy. We are consistently held to a different standard than Democrats, despite the code of professional journalism
which calls for objective, unbiased reporting.

You can expect as a campaign season heats
up, the code is most likely going to get mostly
lip service. However, that does not mean you
ignore the press.

Opinion Editorials
Newspapers are often reluctant to take op-ed
pieces from candidates. Your best chance is to
write pieces on subjects that the candidate can
be perceived as the expert.
Guest Appearances
Whenever possible you should schedule guest
appearances on cable, TV, and radio shows.







Winning campaigns have a strategy for
using earned media to communicate their
message. Your goals for the
program should be to build positive name
identification, offer new solutions, and
discredit your opponents.
You will need a plan that includes press
releases, press conferences, letters to
editors, blogs, opinion editorials, editorial
boards, and guest appearances. Here
are a few suggestions for generating
coverage:
Press Releases
If you don’t write them, the press will not
publicize them. Your press releases must
have substance. The press seeks stories that fit
the standard definition of news: it must be about
something new, something unique, something
that has great impact, and is easy to understand.
Your weekly press releases should keep to this
definition while reinforcing the campaign’s message.
All of your press releases should not only go
to the appropriate radio, TV, and newspaper
outlets, but they should also be e-mailed to
supporters and Republican activists. You
must post them on your website.
Letters to Editors
Letters to editors are not sexy, but a great way
to communicate a message of local support
and build third-party credibility. This needs to
be done sooner rather than later. Papers will
eventually stop all letters or require a balance
of letters as we close in on Election Day.

Media Advisories
The campaign should send out media advisories
on the candidate’s public appearances and
events. These advisories will let the press know
how aggressively your candidate is campaigning.
Cable Shows
There are many public access outlets that will
allow a candidate to tape a 30-minute segment.
Produce your own cable show and then send
it to all the cable access channels in your
campaign area. Tape a new show every month.
There are a lot of channel-surfers to take
advantage.

Here are a few suggestions on how to handle
the press interviews:





Never lie to a reporter. (Democrats can;
Republicans cannot!)
Be accessible. However, calls should be
screened so you are never caught off guard.
Be confident. Don’t let the press bully you.
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When on the radio or television, speak slowly
and confidently.

Keep your answers short. This way the
reporters cannot take words out of context
and you get your message out. Don’t drone
on for more than 30 seconds.
Have coffee with your local reporters. It will
make it harder for them to hate you.
Stick to message. Don’t drift. You want your
message in the paper, not the reporter’s
agenda.
 Develop a thick skin and a good sense
of humor.
 Keep a detailed list of inaccuracies,
errors and attacks so if you do have to complain, a pattern of problems can be shown.
Avoid complaining constantly.
 Be positive and enthusiastic about your
ideas and your record.
 Never brag about campaign strategy.
Often reporters will ask about your plan. It is
none of their business. Besides you don’t
want articles on strategy. You want ink on
your message and ideas. Articles regarding
lawn sign placement do not get votes.
 Remember, you are never really off-therecord. Reporters have printed off-the-record
information in the past.
Be attentive. Listen carefully to the reporter’s
questions.
Be a happy Republican, not a scary one.
Tone is important and remember to smile on
camera.
Try to establish the terms of the interview
before it starts. Have an exit strategy, if things
go south.
Be consistent. Give the same answer when
asked the same question more than once.
Stay on message.
Use humor with care.
Live by the sword; die by the sword. If you
leak information to reporters, others will leak
on you. Don’t be overzealous in getting into
every photo or live shot.
Make gestures to show you are comfortable
on-air.
Keep gestures within six inches of your heart.
Be prepared. Play Q & A before doing an
interview.

by Holly Robichaud

T

he necessity of money in a political campaign cannot be
overstated. Consequently, your campaign should never leave
money sitting on the table by excluding a method of raising
funds. Direct mail fundraising is one such method.





Twenty-five years ago, the prototype fundraising plan involved

a group of wealthy businessmen who raised money in large

amounts through personal solicitation. Today, campaign fundraising is a complex task involving finance committees, personal
solicitation, phone banks, events, the Internet, and of course,
direct mail. Your goal is to raise more money by not leaving the
smaller contributors unsolicited.
Direct mail—when appropriately
managed—can raise 10-25 percent of
your campaign’s overall goal. Failure
to request contributions via mail will be
a costly mistake and negatively affect
your finance plan, because most direct
mail donors do not attend events or
contribute over the Internet.
Direct mail fundraising is like building a
field operation in a local campaign.
You want to build a large list of people
whom you can count on each and
every time as a means of reaching a
broad base of individuals while adding
needed funds to your war chest.
The Letter
The rule of thumb is to be creative. Think outside the box.
Ask for a specific reason. Donors want to see that you are
building momentum and how their donations fit into the
overall game plan. For example, if you are about to launch
a wave of radio ads, then send a letter asking contributors to
make another donation to help pay for one of those ads:
”You can sponsor an ad with your donation of $135.”
Key Components of the Letter
 The letter needs a strong theme that motivates—even
angers—the reader. It offers a solution on how to fix the
problem and presents a clear reason for your need for
additional funds. The message must be compelling. A
weak message will result in lackluster returns.
 Create a sense of urgency for the donation.
 Devote at least 25 percent of the copy to your appeal for
money. One line at the end asking for a donation will not
work.






Ask for specific amounts of money.
The first line of the letter must be short and sweet, and grab
the reader’s attention. You want to maneuver the recipient
into reading the entire letter.
Ask questions of the reader to draw him/her into your
issues.
Be passionate. Don’t be afraid to offer up some emotion.
It is always good to have a villain in the letter. Republicans
are generous when you mention Hillary Clinton, Bernie
Sanders, Nancy Pelosi, Moveon.org, the liberal media,
NARAL Pro-Choice America, and Hollywood elitists. For
Democrats, the biggest demon was George W. Bush.
 Keep it simple. Don’t include too
many statistics.
 Every letter needs a “P.S.” that
sums up the entire message. Many
people skip to the end and just read
the “P.S.,” so it is needed to capture
the essence of the letter and the final
appeal for funds.
 Letters should be personalized
to help increase your response rate.
Using a “Dear Friend” or “Occupant”
salutation will probably be unsuccessful, because it does not make a
connection between the writer and the
reader.
 Don’t use the campaign logo on
the letterhead as it immediately warns
the reader that you will be asking for a
contribution.
Include bullet points, underlining, and a bold font, but
don’t be over zealous in the usage of this technique.
Include the appropriate disclaimer on your letterhead
(paid for by candidate name, etc.).
Paragraphs should vary in size and never be too long.
There is no rule on the length of the letter. As long as
you have something to say, the letter can go on for several
pages. A short attention-grabbing, one-page letter has
also been known to get the job done.

Do not start prospecting mail during the last two months of
the campaign. You don’t have enough time to make the
re-solicitation process profitable. You can re-solicit your
master file every six to eight weeks and even more often
during the final two months of the campaign. If you follow
these rules, you will develop a successful, profitable direct
mail fundraising campaign.
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Resources


NFRW Policy for County Volunteer
Campaign Hours



Sample Volunteer Hours Record Sheet



Campaign Resource Information



Internet Resources



Georgia Voter Information Guide
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NFRW Policy for Counting Volunteer Campaign Hours
Volunteer Activities
1. All non-paid political activities benefiting the party, candidates, and the federation.
2. Work done at home, i.e., mailings, preparing campaign posters, phone calls, etc.
3. Work at and/or for a special event—but—not as a paid guest or if you are compensated
for the event.
4. Attendance at and travel portal-to-portal to GFRW board meetings and conventions—as well
as time spent in preparation for federation meetings if you serve on a committee.
5. Time in session at (and travel portal-to-portal) precinct/ward, county, district, or state party
conventions for delegates and alternates only.
6. Time in session including travel portal-to-portal to RNC conventions (delegates and alternates
only).
7. Time spent as a county, state, or national party committee member or as a temporary member,
i.e., Rules Committee, Resolutions Committee, etc.
8. Political work at club meetings, i.e., getting petitions signed, doing mailings, etc. (Time at
regular club meetings does not count.)
9. Traveling from event to event—but not for personal stops en route.
10. Volunteering at county, state, or federation headquarters.
11. Volunteering for a Republican candidate for a non-partisan office, e.g., school board elections.
12. Working as a poll watcher on Election Day, but not if you are paid.
13. Involvement in a Campaign Management School, i.e., training to be a faculty member,
teaching, and organizing a campaign school, etc.
14. Working on Election Day as an election judge or election clerk—but—only if you turn the
money you are paid over to your county party or your local club.
15. Presenting political programs and speeches at local civic organizations.
16. Appearing on local media for the GOP cause.
17. Running for office—all time spent campaigning.
18. Time of NFRW Associate Member (men and women) volunteering for the federation or GOP,
i.e., working at the headquarters of the Party or a candidate, putting up signs, etc.
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CAMPAIGN RESOURCE INFORMATION
Campaign Management Schools (NFRW)
When Republican women formed the NFRW in 1938, they adopted political education as one of
the fledgling organization's primary objectives. Today, the NFRW effectively pursues this long-time
objective by training Republicans to win elections through the highly-successful Campaign
Management School (CMS) program. The CMS program is administered by the NFRW Political
Director and is designed to provide a comprehensive overview of campaigns. States and clubs
contact the NFRW to sponsor a CMS. Schools feature top-notch political professionals and
strategists who have a wide range of knowledge and experience. These experts volunteer their
time to teach attendees the most successful ways to raise money, write winning campaign plans,
organize volunteers for get-out-the-vote activities, and communicate with voters.

Campaign Management School Manual (NFRW)
NFRW’s Campaign Management School Manual is one of the most comprehensive guides
available for running state and local campaigns. The manual was refreshed in preparation for the
2015-16 campaign season with current content on digital campaigning and social media. Sections
include the Campaign Foundation, Voter Contact, Fundraising, and Communications. It also
includes a special section for candidates.

NFRW Precinct/Committee Organization Guide (NFRW)
NFRW’s Spring Into Action manual is a quick and easy guide on how to organize your local
precinct, committee, or local group for maximum success on Election Day. The guide covers
basic precinct organization, door-to-door canvassing, and important committees to coordinate in
order to guarantee Republican voters get out to the polls. [https://www.nfrw.org/sites/default/files/
documents/members/publications/spring-into-action.pdf]

Precinct Leader: Get Out the Vote Handbook
A Guide to Organize Your Precinct to Maximize Turnout
Assembled by Former Rep. David Dreier (R-CA)
Shared by Ken Cochran (Hall County)
This GOPAC handbook, while dated, still provides timely information on how to maximize turnout with an
effective Get-Out-the-Vote (GOTV) operation. Check with a member of your local GOP to see if he/she has an
archived copy. You will find that the information contained in this handbook provides a concise plan of action.
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RESOURCES
https://www.nfrw.org/sites/default/files/documents/members/membership/tips.pdf
https://www.nfrw.org/sites/default/files/documents/members/membership/retention.pdf

https://www.nfrw.org/drl-membership
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/research-backed-ways-get-out-vote
https://www3.nd.edu/~dnickers/files/papers/Green_Gerber_Nickerson.JOP.2003.pdf
https://www.thecampaignworkshop.com/15-gotv-myths-busted
http://www.campaignsandelections.com/campaign-insider/2522/direct-mail-is-still-here-andhttp://www.completecampaigns.com/article.asp?articleid=118
http://moody.utexas.edu/strauss/ut-votes/frequently-asked-questions-about-voting
http://www.wellstone.org/resources/tips-direct-mail-and-campaign-literature
http://illinoisreview.typepad.com/illinoisreview/2014/11/voters-uninformed-aboutwhere- democrats-and-republicans-stand-on-issues.html
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The following information is reprinted from the Georgia Voter Information Guide available from the office of
the Georgia Secretary of State, State Elections Division.

Georgia
Voter
Information
Guide
Voting Basics

ELIGIBILITY
You are eligible to vote in Georgia if you are:
 a citizen of the United States;
 a legal resident of Georgia;
 at least 18 years old;
 have not been found to be mentally incompetent
by the court;
 are not serving a sentence for a felony of moral
turpitude;
 are registered to vote; and,
 meet all other state requirements, such as showing
photo identification if you choose to vote in person or
properly requesting and returning an absentee ballot
if you choose to vote by mail.
VOTER REGISTRATION
You may register any time up to the 5th Monday before Election Day
and vote in that election. Forms are available at www.sos.ga.gov/
elections or contact your county registrar’s office. You can find
the address and phone number of your county elections office at
www.sos.ga.gov/elections.
If you have moved, you must update your voter registration by
submitting a new application.

ONLINE
With your Georgia Drivers License number you can register to vote
or make changes to your information on line at www.sos.ga.gov
using the online voter registration.

GA VOTES APP
Download the free GA Votes app from the app store where you can
utilize OLVR (Online Voter Registration) and MVP (My Voter Page)

Photo ID

Georgia law requires registered voters to show photo identification in
order to vote in person. When you vote in person, you must show one
of the following photo IDs:
• A Georgia driver’s license, even if expired
• Any valid state or federal government issued photo ID,
including one issued by the Department of Driver Services
or your Voter Registrar
• Valid U.S. passport
• Valid employee photo ID from any branch, department,
agency, or entity of the U.S. Government, this state, or
any county, municipality, board, authority or other entity
of this state
• Valid U.S. military photo ID
• Valid tribal photo ID
If you do not have one of these forms of ID, you can receive a free
Georgia Voter ID card. Just contact your county registrar’s office. For
more information, call 404-656-2871.
If you do not have a photo ID listed above, you can still vote by
provisional ballot. You have three days after the election to bring the
required photo ID to your county registrar’s office in order for your
provisional ballot to be counted.
If you have to vote a provisional ballot because you don’t have one of
the forms of photo ID listed above, you can go to your county voter
registration office, get a photo ID and present it within three days
after the election and your provisional ballot will be counted.
If you simply forget your photo ID, and time permits, you can retrieve
it, return to the polling place, and vote.

Election Day

POLLING LOCATIONS
On Election Day, you must vote at your designated polling place.
Your assigned polling place is shown on your voter registration card.
You can find your polling location at www.sos.ga.gov and clicking on
MVP– My Voter Page, on your GA Votes app or your county
registrar’s office.
Polling places are open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Election Day. If you
are in line at 7:00 PM, you will be allowed to cast your vote.
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)
When you get to your polling place, proceed to the check-in desk and
fill out a voter’s certificate with your name and address. Next, show
your photo ID. A poll worker will then check your photo ID, verify that
you are registered and at the correct polling location, issue you a voter
access card or ballot (whichever is applicable), and allow you to vote.
VOTING MACHINES
Georgia uses touch-screen, electronic voting machines. Municipalities
may use other methods of voting in municipal elections. Instructions
on how to use voting equipment are posted at each polling location.
You may also ask a poll worker to explain the voting method at your
polling location.
VOTER ASSISTANCE
Voting must be readily accessible to disabled and elderly voters. If
you need special assistance to vote or to access your polling place,
contact your county registrar’s office.

Provisional Ballots

Provisional voting allows you to cast a ballot in person even if all the
requirements for doing so cannot be met at the time. The provisional
ballot will count if the problem is solved within three days after Election
Day.
The three reasons for voting a provisional ballot are:

you were entitled to vote will be counted, and you will be notified in
writing that your ballot was partially counted for your correct precinct.
In federal elections only, if the polling place is kept open after 7 p.m.
because of a court order, anyone arriving after 7 p.m. will vote by
provisional ballot. If you are eligible to vote and the order stands, your
vote will be counted

Absentee/Advance Voting
You may vote even if you cannot go to the polls on Election Day by
voting by mail or in person during the advance voting period.
Vote By Mail:
Voters can request an absentee ballot 180 days before an election
without providing a reason. To vote by mail, send or bring a written
request to your county registrar’s office that includes your name,
address, signature, and the election for which you are requesting an
absentee ballot. You can also go online at http://sos.ga.gov/index.php/
elections print and complete the application and return it to your county
registrar’s office. The county registrar’s office will mail your ballot after
the application is approved and ballots are available. Your county
registrar must receive your absentee ballot by the close of business on
Election Day. Voters are not required to provide photo identification
when voting by mail.
Vote Early in Person:
Voters may vote at early voting locations beginning the 4th Monday prior
to the election. Voters are not required to provide a reason for voting
early. When casting your vote in person, you must present an
appropriate photo ID. Please contact your county registrar’s office for
early voting times and locations in your county.

1. You are unable to show one of the required forms of
photo ID when you vote in person;
2. When you first registered to vote in Georgia, you
registered by mail, did not provide any identification
at that time, and are unable to present acceptable
identification the first time you vote in person; or
3. Your name does not appear on the list of registered
voters in the precinct.
If you vote a provisional ballot because you did not have acceptable
identification, you will have three days from the close of the polls to
present acceptable identification to your county registrar office for your
vote to count. If you voted a provisional ballot because your name did
not appear on the list of registered voters in the precinct, the county
registrar has up to three days after the election to determine if you were
properly registered to vote in that election. If you were, your vote will
count. If you were not eligible to vote in that election, your vote will not
be counted and you will be notified in writing. If you were eligible to vote
but voted in the wrong precinct, only the votes for candidates for which
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Office of the Secretary of State
State Elections Division
2 Martin Luther King Jr. Dr.
Suite 802 West Tower
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
Phone: (404) 656-2871 or Fax: (404) 651-9531
V/TTY: (404) 656-1787
Toll Free: (888) 265-1115
http://sos.ga.gov/index.php/elections

Recommended Reading



Waking the Sleeping Giant
How Mainstream Americans Can Beat Liberals at Their Own Game
~ Timothy C. Daughtry, PHD and Gary R. Casselman, PhD



The War on Millennials Airing Grievances & Offering Solutions Through the Eyes
of America’s Next Generation of Leaders
~ Pete Seat
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